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McCards add ineal options
Sl!.xJents with da:inrg
I:JaarBSwiSC0100ct:ie
to satisfy "Bin Mac affacks"
.......,., ~ ftheir·::~
•R
Cards
lN'UJ tc;;dy 0
'f1a3f
at Murray's McDonaki's
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Reporter

Racer Cards may soon be used
by students with declining
balances at McDonald's
restaurant.
Bill Benriter, dil·ector of food
services, said the operation
should begin in late September
after paperwork is completed
and final approval is given by
the University.
McDonald's would be the first

off-campus restaurant to accept local restaurants,'' Benriter
Racer Cards. Benriter said the said.
The ultimate goal of the
!~ea originated when ways to
enhance on-campus food op- University is to have two offtions" were discussed.
campus restaurants that accept
The addition of McDonald's to declining balances. Benriter
current on-campus eating said Food Services hopes to
establishments is designed to have a pizza restaurant in addiincrease revenue and student tion to McDonald's.
If any of the on-campus
satisfaction.
restaurants or delicatessens
Benriter said McDonald's begin to suffer, Benriter said
would be the only restaurant to the University will stop the
participate in the pilot study, program.
which should last until
Mike Love, owner of
Christmas.
McDonald's in Murray, said he
"If by the time the holidays likes the idea of Murray State
roll around, and it's a positive students using declining
situation, in January we would balance at his restaurant. He
bid this out for a number of says it will offer extended hours

for students when on-campus
restaurants have closed.
In order . to initiate the program, Love said McDonald's
has installed a phone line, a
new cash register and obtained
direct hook-up to a campus computer. He said the only remaining job will be to train
employees to use the card
reader.
Southern illinois University
in Carbondale has a
McDonald's in its student
center, but the university does
not receive a percentage of the
profits. Jody Smith, an assisPlease see MEALS
Page 15
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Maintenance crews working on elevators have become a
common sight around campus.

READ ANY GOOD BOOKS LATELY?

MSU eleVators
have ups, downs
By JENNIFER MOORE
Assistant News Editor

Each year it seems that elevators on campus are slowly getting worse, as if eventually there will be no working
elevators on campus. However, according to Stephen
Richardson, associate director for buildings and equipment,
the problem with elevators is under control.
Richardson said that at present there are mechanical pro·
blems with only three elevators on campus - one in Regents
Hall, one in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center and one in
Faculty Hall. He said the parts needed to fix the elevators in
-Regents Ball and the fine arts building are on order and
should be here within the next week.
However, the problems with the elevator in Faculty Hall
are not as easy to solve. Richardson said the manufacture of
parts needed to fix that elevator have been dicontinued and
elevator service contractors have been unsuccessful in finding a maker of parts to craft the necessary pieces.
Richardson said that even though one elevator in Faculty
Hall is down, the elevator service contractors have been successful in keeping the other three running by using parts ·.
from the broken one.
· ·Murray State University is considering plans for renovations of campus elevators.
" We are considering replacement of all the elevators' con·
trol systems, wiring and door control panels," Richardson
said.
~
Please see ELEVATORS·
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Tom Price, a senior German major from Chicago, makes use
of his free time between classes to catch up on some reading
on the steps of Pogue Library. German majors and minors

have a chance during Christmas break to vlatt Germany.
Students will live near Munich during the trip, which will In·
elude sightseeing In addition to classes and projects.

Hall visitation tops agenda for Proposal paves way for .-.~
weekend meeting of Regents reduction in football costS
A report on changing visitation rules in
housing may, for students, top the list ofitems
on a tentative agenda for a meeting of the
Murray State University Board of Regents
Saturday at 9 ·a.m. in the Wells Hall board
room.
The visitation report, along with an update
on student affairs, will be given by Student
Regent Todd Logsdon.
Other agenda items include:
• An update on the Ohio Valley Conference
and discussion on complimentary tickets and
passes by the board's athletic committee.
• Discussion on the Murray State Foundation
presented by the development and investments committee.
• A recommendation on the extension of the
Blue Cross-Blue Shield contracts, authoriza-

RELATED STORIES

Page
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tion for development of a proposal on a
cafeteria benefits package, authorization to
apply for a grant, and discussion of a GED and
internship/co-operative education fees by the
finance and audit committee.
• Discussion of an associate's degree in
agriculture, review of the elimination of
undergraduate programs, delegation of
authority to sign contracts, and authorization
to apply for a grant.
• Resolutions on naming rooms in the Martha
Layne Collins Center for Industry and
Technology, a report on renovation and
capital construction, and a Council on Higher
Education memo on requests for land
acquisition.

Graduation Rates at Kentucky's NCAA
Division I Institutions
University of Kentucky
Western Kentucky University

47o/o
40°/o

Murray State University

39o/o

Morehead State University
Eastern Ken!ucky University
University of Louisville

38°/o
34°/o
27°/o

Source : THE CHRONICLE ALMANAC

By expanding the conference,
two leagues will be established.
One would be for schools that
wish to play football on a championship level and the other for
schools looking to reduce football expenditures without
sacrificing their programs.
For Murray State, whose football team once vied for the OVC
championship but which has
currently posted two losing
seasons, the next two years
could mean a revival of winning ways or death for future national rankings.
Mahoney said the best way to
fight the latter is to start winning football games.
"If it happens, we will go

By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Staff Report

Graphic by KRISTIE HEL MS 1

Sports editor

A recent retreat by Ohio
Valley Conference school
presidents may completely
change the look of football at
the conference level.
After the retreat attended by
all the presidents of OVC
schools Sept. 1-2, plans were announced to expand the league
to at least 12 schools. This
would provide a league-withina-league for football only.
"My stance is I am ready for a
street fight , " said Mike
Mahoney, Murray State
University:s football coach, in
response to action taken by the
presidents of the OVC schools.

~-A_C_LO...;_S..:......ER~L;;;:..O=--=...:
OK:::::~
~ 'Shoe' Business
With growing competition between companies such as Reebok and Nike, these days
there's no business quite like the 'shoe' business.
Picking the right pair of shoes for walking,
running, cross-training or just for looks can be a
confusing task for almost anyone.
This week, The Mu"ay State News takes a
closer look at both the quality and feel of various
shoes out on the market today.
Story on page 12

down fighting," he said.
However, nothing has been
decided as yet. And any
changes made to the football
team would have to come from
the president and the Board of.
Regents.
That is what has Mahoney
taking such a strong stand now..
Since budget problems arose
and started plaguing the•
University, President Ronald J .'
Kurth has been looking for,
ways to cut expenditures,:
especially in football. Though'
Kurth has not said which
league he would want to play·
in, he has said publicly that he
wants Murray State to have the.
Please see FOOTBALL'

Hurricane Relief

Index

Murray State University students who
are concerned about the plight of Hur·
rican Hugo victims in Florida now have
a chance to extend a helping hand.
Residence hall advisors from Clark
and Hester Halls have banded together
in an effort to help those who were
devastated by the storm.
Advisors will collect various non·per~
ishable items that will then be donated
to the Red Cross for the victims.
Items may be dropped off at the front
desks of Clark and Hester Halls Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday beginning
at noon .
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Racer Card: Don't leave home without it Financial aid requires
hard work for students

b ard access ensures security tor students living in residence halls
•

By JENNIFER MOORE

By AMY GREWE

Assistant News Editor

Assistant News Editor

Many students work very
''A central
hard in high school and college
scholarship office
to win scholarships to help
finance college expenses.
would allow for
But what many scholarship
consistency ... ''
recipients do not realize is that
- Carmen Garland
once they have received the
'
"They worked out really well in the buildings last year," he
awards they must work just as
said.
hard - or even harder - to
Blackburn said the major misconception about the program
keep them.
"Unfortunately, not all
was that it was enacted to ensure people would follow visitaCarmen Garland, assistant departments on campus have
tion rules.
director of school relations, said the same policy," she said.
"That's not the purpose of the system," he said. "It is for
most scholarships offered at "Many departments do not
students to be able to get in whichever door they want to, and
Murray State University are send letters that indicate the
to enable us to keep those doors locked."
strictly for one-year, so there is scholarship's restrictions and
Blackburn said the system also was installed on the front
little possibility of losing them. there are no contr acts;
doors of the halls even though they are usually unlocked.
These scholarships are set up therefore it is up to the in"Usually we have someone working the front desk, but if
for two semesters, and half the dividual department to devise
there was no one there we would be able to lock the door and
funds are awarded' each its own methods of awarding
students could still get in," he said.
and auditing the scholarships.
semester.
Blackburn said the names of people entering the halls by
However, a student can lose
"Many departments offer
using the card access system are stored on a computer in the
his or her grant if restrictions of scholarships based on port·
housing office which can be checked to see if anyone entered
the scholarship require the reci- folios, audit ions, special
illegally.
pient to be in a certain m~or. If talents, selected msjors and
Kimberly Adams, a junior elementary education major
the student changes majors in other competitions. They make
from Mount Washington who works as a resident adviser,
the first semester the scholar· their own awards, not
said she gives her residents advice concerning the security of
ship is awarded, he or she will necessarily selecting from the
the halls.
lose the award for the next general applicant pool."
"The whole purpose has nothing to do with visitation," she
semester.
First-time students who
said. "It's to keep people from the streets from getting access
Garland said these restric· receive presid ential and
to the buildings. W'e tell people to be extra careful because
tions are outlined in an award University scholarships, which
it's for their security."
letter. Recipients also must are awarded for four years, are
sign a contract stating they required to maintain a 3.2 GPA
understand the restrictions. and complete 24 credit hours
The contract is then kept on file each school year. If they do not
in the school relations office for meet these requirements each
the duration of the award.
May the scholarship is
discontinued.
Most scholarships for first1993 through 1995 is introduc· ministrative support were time students are awarded
Garland said there is a moveed, students under the current needed to provide what was · through general funds, named ment to create a central
catalog will have the choice of essentially the same course.
alumni and foundation awards. scholarship office on Murray
either continuing in the current
Under the merger, students New students who have sent an State's campus. She said it
program or switching to the from both programs will take official copy of their ACT scores would be ideal for all scholarnew one. The new catalog will one course. This allows the with a minimum composite ships to be coordinated through
take effect on July 1, 1993.
department to better support score of 21 are automatically one office.
The merger allows the two the course and to offer addi- sent a scholarship application
"A central scholarship office
programs to share labs, equip· tional instruction and lab time form that allows them to apply would allow for consistency in
ment and instructors. In the to the students.
for all the awards at one time. scholarship policies and proHowever, many departments cedures, more accurate reporNo faculty positions were lost
past, a separate course offering
basically the same instruction because of the merger, but Auer on campus a ward their own ting of scholarships to financial
was given by each department. said there would be a positive scholarships, and, Garland aid and accounts receivable,
That meant two instructors, change in the selection of new said, this can sometimes cause and better distribution of
scholarship money," she said.
two labs and two bases of ad- faculty to the department.
problems.
To ensure better security on campus, the Murray State
University housing department has placed card access
systems in Clark, Franklin and Hart halls.
David Blackburn, associate director of housing said the
system was put into Springer hall and Richmond hall last fall
and in Woods, Regents and White halls last January.
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Photo by RON RUGGLES

Adele Todd, a graduate student from Trinidad, West Indies,
uses one of the dorm entry systems for a residence hall
door.

Departments merge to stop redundancies
McNeary, chairman of the new
department. The main objective
The departments of industrial of the merger is to allow each
education and technology and department to make use of like
engineering technology have resources and to increase the efbeen put under one umbrella: ficiency of their administrative
the dopartment of industrial and logistical support, he said.
and engineering technology.
Thomas B. Auer, dean of the
The merger, in July, sought to coll e ge of industry and
eliminate some of the overlap. technology, said students will
and redundancies in course see little change in the actual
offedngA.
structure of their programs.
"Really this is just an ad- When the new Murray State
ministrative convenience for University undergraduate
the University," said Paul catalog for the academic years
By J.M. LANMAN

Reporter
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Health insurance
requirement lifted
By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

Photo by RON RUGGLES

ESTABLISHING CREDIT
Sonny Leota, a senior civil engineering technology major
from Murray, filled out a credit card application at the Curria Center during registration week.

In the spring of 1991, a Kentucky state law was enacted
that required mandatory
health insurance for students
enrolled 75 percent of full-time
or more.
In August 1991 student
government leaders challenged
the law and filed a class-action
'law suit on behalf of students of
state-supported uni varsities.
An injunction was issued ending the mandatory buying of
the policies until the matter
was settled in court.
The requirement for mandatory health insurance for
Kentucky college students
recently was declared unconstituitiona) in court. .
Roberta Garfield, administrator of student health
services, said she is pleased
with the ruling.
"My complaint was that they
were forcing students to pay
$88, which may not be a lot of
money, but it was for
something useless," she said.

"If the state of Kentucky was
going to force students to purchase this plan, then I felt they
had an obligation to find a plan
that was beneficial."
Garfield said the proposed
plan for health insurance was a
"bare bones" policy which had
limited coverage. The policy did
not cover emergency room services unless the student was admitted to the hospital, nor did it
cover surgical procedures performed on an outpatient basis.
"If students were voluntarily
buying the insurance and
realizing it had its limitations
that was one thing, but to force
them to buy this pathetic plan
was a real problem," she said.
As a result, Murray State
now offers a health insurance
plan for students. The Broad
Coverage Plan costs $387 per
student per year.
"The plan may sound expensive, bu t it's still cheaper than
if you go out to a private insurance company," Garfield
said. "I am really pleased with
the plan we have now."

Student Health Services will not issue exruses
By ANDREA JONES
Staff Writer

The Murray State University
Student Health Services will
not become the resident mother
for the more than 11,000
stuCients who become ill
throughout the year.
Kathleen Price, certified
registered nurse, said the
center will not issue written excuses for classes for every student who comes in complaining
of an illness.
"It is not our job," Price said.
"We want to enable the student
to make his or her own
decision."
It is a student's responsibility
to ahow t.UtiPr~cl~a....P,r.ice elli.d,_
adding that by the time
students reach college, they are

" responsible adults."
Price encourages students to
call their professors when they
are sick enough to miss class.
"Most of the professors are
understanding," she said.
Once a student has notified
the professor, the student
should come to the center to
verify the illness. A nurse will
see the student and decide if the
excuse is valid and if the student needs to see a doctor.
"We trust the student to be
honest, ·• Price said, "but we
can't give excuses if you're
home in bed."
Although most professors will
take the student's word, some
CE!.ll the center to verify that the
excuse is valid. That is why it is
important that the student

check-in with a nurse at the volved in issuing statements or
excuses on a routine basis. To
center.
When the professor calls, he do so creates an unfortunat~
will not be told the nature of climate for health care and conthe illness unless the student tributes nothing to the assumption of r esponsibility by
has given written consent.
"Whether it is a serious infec- students."
Written excuses wiH be
tion or a cold, we cannot reveal
any information about an iJ. issued for serious health condilness or a visit to the center tions that require extended
without the written consent of absences.
the student," Price said.
Price stresses that the health
service
is an educational facili·
In fact, a student's mother
cannot receive information ty, not a place to get excuses for
unless the student has signed a class.
release form.
"Everytime a student comes
MSU's health policy is con- in, we see it as an opportunity
current with the American Col- to educate that student on his
lege Health Association . health problem," she said.
"If we don't know the answert
Guidelines .for excuse policy
read: "The health ser vice we'll refer you to someone'
should not be expected to be i n· else," Price said.

.. .

NEWSBRIEFS

Adult education workshop planned _· :
An Adults Back in College (ABC) Workshop for adult and·
non-traditional students is scheduled for Oct. 8 from 6-9 p.m.
at the Fulton City High School library in Fulton, Ky.
The workshop is designed for people who have been out of
school for several years and are thinking of returning to college. Activities at the workshop will include a question-andanswer session, a career-counseling survey and comments on
videotape from successful adult students. Presentations on
financial aid, admissions procedures and tutoring services
also will be included.
The workshop is free, but reservations must be made by
Oct. 7 by calling 1-800-669-7654.

New way for old tricks
In an effort to help freshmen better adjust to campus life,
the College of Business and Public Affairs, in cooperation
with the Student Affairs office, has revamped the college's
freshman orientation program.
Don Robertson, associate vice president for student affairs,
said the program will help students adjust to the campus and
provide them with a resource person from the MSU administration. The classes are taught by 16 Student Affairs
employees from various areas of campus life.

Playhouse wants volunteers
Murray's Playhouse in the Park is looking for people to
volunteer to help with constructing the 8et for their flrSt fall
production, Cheaper by the Dozen. The schedule for the next
two weeks includes 2:30 p.m. sessions each Tuesday and
Thursday, 10 a.m. on Saturday and 5 p.m. on S unday. For
more information call 759-1752.
·
·'

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Meeting. MSU Young Democrats, 3:30p.m., Tuesday, Cumberland
Room. Topics include officer elections, programming for the semester,
discussion of Homecoming plans and plans for the November .
election.
• Founder's Day. Ceremony, 2;30 p.m., Wednesday, Lovett
Auditorium, honoring Golden Horseshoe Award winners, sponsored
by the MSU Alumni Association and the Student Alumni Association.
• Reception. Honoring Donna Herndon, former director of Alumni Affairs, 4-6 p.m., Thursday, Curri~ Center Dance Lounge, sponsored by
the MSU Alumni Association and the Student Alumni Association.
Contributions to the Donna Herndon SAA scholarship may be made by
contacting Brenda Hart at 762-3001 .
• Poaitlons open. The Student Government Association Judicial
Board Is taking applications for Publications and Literature chairman
and University Affairs chairman by Sept. 14 at noon. Applications wiU
be taken for Freshman Senators by noon Sept. 16. For more Information contact the S.G.A. office at 762·6951.
• Meeting. The Student Law Association will meet at 4 p.m., Wednesday In the Tennessee Room of the Currls Center.
• Meeting. Habitat for Humanity will meet 7 p.m., Thursday In the
Mississippi Room of the Curris Center.
• Meeting. English majors, minors and other interested students are
invited to attend the English Student Organization meeting at 3:30
p.m., Thu~ in Room 409 of Faculty Hall. Students who are unable
to a.ttel')d may contact Gordon Loberger in Faculty Hall 78-11 or by
calling 762=4719.

Welcome back
MSU students

Welcome Back
Students, Staff, and Faculty

All you can eat buffet
$4.50

1203 Chestnut St.
University Plaza

Luncheon Special
$3 .35 & up

Women's Specialty Store

•••
•••

Full cosmetic counters- Estee
Lauder, Ritz, Germaine Monteil

Factory Discount Shoes
753-9419
Located downtown on the squa re

Starting Sept. 14, open Mondays

n

Women
Lynch
Daily 11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

506 N. 12th St.
Olvmplc Plaza
753-4653

Dinner
Sunday-Thursday 4:30-9 p.m.
Friday-Saturday 4:30-10 p.m.

Tretonl
Tretonl
KSwiss
KSwiss

Keels
Keds

canvas
leather
canvas
leather
canvas
leather
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY THEATRE
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BACK TO SCHOO
.SPECIAL!!
Shear Lunacy
r--------------------$5 OFF
Perm & Highlight
$8 Manicure

$30 Sculptured Nails
Present coupon before appointment
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Stylists

1411 Olive St.
On Campus
Across from Ordway
753-2709

.

TammySeay
Kelly Thomas
Amy Wallis Speight
Terri Malcom
Dana Washer

T
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ANNOUNCING

NERD NITE

,,

••

Be a " Nerd for a Night" as you Join the cast of
. the Murray State University Theatre In Ita
prOduction of THE NERD
WHEN: Sept. 25 and Oct. 2- NERD NITE/1
WHERE: Johnson Theatre
WHAT: Dress like a Nerd- Moat original
stereotype wlnall
WHAT?: Firat prize for both Beat male and
Best female will be a gift certificate from
Terrapin Station
WHAT??: The Nerd winners will also take a
curtain call with the NERD cast on the night
of performancell
Entry blank must be picked up, completed and
deposited In the Nerd Box at the Johnson
Theatre at least one day prior to the chosen Nerd
Night. Contestants must arrive at the theatre by
7:30 p.m. Contest will begin at 7:50 p.m. and all
• will be final.
decisions of the Nerd u
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Students admitted free with an MSU 10
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL
I

~ard

leads way in
gender equity issue

---------

.

I
I

GOP phrase leaps

: The Governor's Higher Education Naminating
Committee is to be commended for making great
)rtrides at Murray State in an issue that is in
~onsiderable need of change - gender equity.
: The members of this committee recently chose
the new members of the Murray State Board of
Regents. For the first time in the school's history,
:the Board is 50 percent male and 50 percent
female, not counting the student and faculty
regents.
! The improvements in the gender ratio on the
;Board of Regents should now be applied to the
:classroom in the form of more female faculty.
!Fifty-six percent of Murray State students were
:female during the 1990-91 school year. During the
:Same year, 264 males and 87 females served as
:f aculty members. Those figures show that only
:24.8 percent of the faculty members were female,
;nowhere near the percentage of females in the
:student population.
: Even though the university has hiring
'procedures that strive for more women faculty
.members, more needs to be done in other areas to
~alance the male-to-female ratio. Faculty
'm embers need to encourage both male and
:f emale students to go into .higher education as a
career.

from script of a
blockbuster movie

.

Bill proposing financial
;aid cuts should not pass
. In a time when the cost of attending college is
.rising, it does not make sense to cut financial aid
jto ,fttp.dents, as the federal governme~t is
1attempt.mg to do.
: If1a bill proposed by a subcommittee headed by
iRep. William Natcher passes and is made law,
!there will be lees financial aid available to those
Iwho need it during the next school year.
'- This bill which proposes a cut in the maximum
rPell Grant by $100 and a reduction in other
: financial aid programs by 1 percent recently
j passed the House of Representatives and is bound
: for the Senate.
· Currently, 2,400 Murray State students receive
: Pell Grants in some amount. For many, these
i.grants are the only way they can stay in school
! full-time.
l Students who oppoee this bill should contact the
t senators who can do something about it: Sen.
, ~1 Tom Harkin, (202) 224-2541 (ask for Margaret
i Stewart); Sen. Wendell Ford, (202) 224-4343 (ask
· for Kennie Gill) and Sen. Mitch McConnell, (202)
; 224-2541 (ask for Robin Brown).
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Only voters have right to gripe
It's election year again, and
there are abou~ as many
opinions flying around as
there are jokes about the vice
president.
Everyone in this nation has
definite opinions on at least
one issue that will be a topic of
debate in this year's election,
whether it's taxes or the
question of abortion rights.
For as long as I can
remember, I have heard
people constantly griping
about the government. The
problem is that these people
are usually the same ones
who are too lazy to make time
to go vote. Many are not even
registered to vote.
I am sure you have heard
the same excuses I have as to
why these people do not bother
to make their opinions known
in the voting booth.
Of all the excuses I have
heard, my favorite is "My one

vot e won't count." If a few
less people said that, then
maybe Americans would start
seeing the changes that they
are always griping about not
seeing.
This year, more than any
time in the recent political
past, each and every vote will
make a difference. This race
should be the closest that
many of us college students
can remember (not that most
of us can remember farther
back than the president more

famous for peanuts than
foreign policy).
For those who anticipate
griping after this year's
election, at least get out and
vote. If the candidate for
whom you pull the lever does
not do the things he said he
would, then you have a
legitimate reason to gripe.
However, if you do not vote,
you do not have any right to
gripe, no matter how bad the
president may perform his
duties.
If you are genuinely
concerned about who will next
occupy the Oval Office, get out
and vote. If you are a student
registered to vote in your
hometown, get in contact with
your county court clerk and
get an absentee ballot.
Our forefathers died for the
right to vote. Do not let their
efforts have been in vain.

Murphy Brown, family
values and the spelling of a
certain vegetable have all
become major catch phrases
in this year's presidential
election.
However, one phrase,
coming out of the Republican
National Convention, has
caught my attention more
than all the others.
"Who do you trust?" George
Bush kept asking over and
over again. And the answer
(in his book at least) certainly
did not seem to be anyone
whose last names were
Clinton or Gore.
Is this phrase striking a
chord with anyone else? O.K.,
let me keep explaining.
The first time I heard the
question Bush was asking, I
was washing dishes and only
half listening to the television
when I heard this "Who do
you trust?" thing. I thought it
was a commercial for one of
the Batman movies.
In each of those movies, the
"bad guy" goes around
repeating this very phrase that
Bush has now picked up on.
The answer to the Joker's
question of trust during the
first Batman movie was
"money, money, money." The
Republican•' trickle-down
theory ..,.m.pe? (Sorry, ju8t ~
bit of Democratic humor
slipping in there.)
''Who do you trust?" was
also the campaign slogan of
Danny De Vito's Penguin
character running for mayor
in the Batman sequel. In fact,
the Penguin even pounded the
podium, just like Bush, each
time he asked "Who do you
trust?" In this sequel, the
person to trust was certainly
not the Penguin who made
promises he never intended to
keep. Read my lips, or in this
case, I guess that would be
beak.
There's no telling who in
Bush's staff coined this little
question of trust. May'be
someone -had spent too much
time at the movies, or maybe
George Bush is just another
example of life imitating art.

Jones, Bush learning about public's lack of trust
Trust seems to be the
buzzword in the political
arena today.
We're getting bombarded
with this catch word from
every angle -- it's on TV, it's
in the papers and it's coming
from
the
politicians
themselves.
Gov. Brereton Jones found
that out the hard way when
word got out about his idea to
give the cabinet members a 5
percent pay raise. Just a few
short days
after his
announcement was made
public, he reversed his
position and rescinded the
raises.
The initial reaction to the 5
percent raise was met with
disdain from much of the
state, especially from those in
higher education. Kentucky's
public colleges were forced to
cut their budgets to meet a
revenue shortfall caused by
the state last year. All
indications from Frankfort
are that another revenue
shortfall is imminent. So why
did Jones try to gj.ve his
cabinet members a raise
when he said they would not
get a raise of any sort? Who
knows?
Most people would argue that
this is a classic example of
politics at work. Granted, it
is, but there's another lesson
to be learned here

LEIGH
LANDINI

Associate
Editor

leadership. Jones granted the
raises and I 'm sure his
cabinet members were pretty
excited about the prospect of
additional money (we all
would be excited about that),
but then he reversed his
position just because of public
criticism on the issue.
But this isn't the first time
Jones has been ''wishywashy" on an issue. Wasn't
he the same leader who called
for governmental reform and
ethics during his bid for
election last year? Recently,
he said he would keep his free
UK and U of L athletic tickets
while many other lawmakers,
including Lt. Gov. Paul
Patton, said they would buy
theirs instead of taking t he
freebies. A true leader who is
in a public servant position
should stick by what he or she
says, not adopt a doctrine of
"do as I say, not do as I do."
OK, I know wha t you're
thinking -- that's how politics
actually operates. Well, a few

bad apples in public servant
roles tend to give politics that
image including the most
prestigous American leader
today - George Bush, who
promised "Read my lips, no
new taxes" during his 1988
acceptance speech at the
Republican
National
Convention. Well, even
George has reversed his
position on that, and thus has
created a credibility gap
between himself and the
American public that has
translated to his loss of
popularity in the latest polls.
So, the question has now
been raised about a
politician's credibility. Will
a politician say anything to
get elected? Most people will
. answer "yes." It is based just
on one or two bad apples who
play the game so well that it
hardly ever backfll'es on
them, but when it does it's a
real doozy. Both Jones and
Bush are finding that out the
hard way.
To a certain extent, I believe
that politicians should be
trusted because there actually
are some who care about
issues and the people.
However, the true test of
credibility is in their voting
and speech records.
How should we solve this
problem of trust? As a
journalist who loves politics, I

believe that the media should
take on a tougher watchdog
role by really grilling
candidates on the issues and
trying to hold public servants
more accountable for their
words and actions.
However,
a
common
problem is that most
Americans do not truly trust
the media anymore.
So how can you stop ~
political rhetoric? It's a
simple principle - just keep
accurate tabs on your elected
officials through their voting
records and their words, and
then compare it to their
actions. If you don't like what
you see and hear, go to the
voting booth and pull the lever
for whomever you think will
do the best job.
And if you don't think the
person on the ballot can do a
good job in the office, get out
and run for an office
yourself. Leaders
and
politicians are made, not
born!
The bottom line is that as a
voter and concerned citizen,
you should take a stand on
issues and keep informed of
what your public servants are
doing to make everyone's life
better. Furthermore, be very
wary of anyone who promises
something that he or she can't
deliver.
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Regents. influence University

--

Makers of policy

P~litics remo'!ed from

~E~C~LA~I~r educatiOn process

Regents decide procedures for

required.
"M
In an effort to remove the politics from the
any were willing to serve on any university
selection of members ofK.entucky's universityboard," Wyatt said.
governing boards, the General Assembly and
Abiding by the provisions that were outlined
Gov. Brereton Jones worked together on
in the statute also presented some challenges
restructuring the selection process.
for the committee, Wyatt said.
Jones established a seven-member commie"It becomes something like a jigsaw puzzle
sion, the Governor's Higher Education
with complying with the statute," Wyatt said.
Nominating Committee, to make nominationa
Wyatt said the process was interesting and
for the boards, and appointments were handed
one of the unique aspects about the selections
down during the summer. Previously, the govwas that all nominations were unaminous from
ernor directly appointed persons to the board
a committee that was composed of both
regardless of any prior experience in higherRepublicans and Democrats.
education policy making.
With the new selection process, many have
Wilson Wyatt, chairman of the governor's
said it has netted better candidates for the jobs.
committee, said the group met about six times
•A lot of outstanding people were willing to be
for full~y sessions and each member also
considered for the process," Wyatt said.
reviewed applications and nominations on their
Snider said the new law should give boards a
own time.
better type of decision-maker.
lfJt was a very collegial group," Wyatt, found"It's just a much more open process."
ing partner of Wyatt, Terett and Combs law
He also said the appointments for six-year
firm in Louisville, said.
terms will be more beneficial to the institutions.
Wyatt said members of the group talked with
-rhis way with a six-year term, it should give
university presidents to see what types of skills much more stability to governing boards "
and talents were needed for that university's
Snider said.
'
governing board.
Wyatt said the committee considered it a plus
Some of the criteria included leadership,
if the candidate was an alumnus of the instituintelligence, dedication and management abilition for which the candidate was considered.
ties, Wyatt said.
lfJt shows knowledge of the institution and
The committee solicited names from the
affection to the institution," Wyatt said.
Pritchard Committee, a group that studies
Before the new law became effective, board
higher education and the institutions themmembers were directly appointed by the goverselves, said Norman Snider, director of commu- nor and boards were made up of 50 percent
nication services for the Kentucky Council on
Democrats and 50 percent Republicana. The
Higher Education.
new law says that the selection must be proporNames were also solicited from persons inter- tiona! to the percentages of political affiliations
ested in serving on a governing board, Wyatt
in the state. Kentucky is about two-thirds
said.
Democratic.
The Kentucky law, which was known as
Wyatt said the committee was not under any
House Bill 149 when it passed the General
political pressure during the appointment proAssembly in the spring, specified that the comcess.
"We were left completely free to make decimittee.had to select,board members and their
sions inde~ndent of that," Wyatt said.
recommendations were forwarded to the gover·
'nor who made the final appointment.
The law also specified that half of each board
Wyatt said 500 persons were considered for
had to be retained. Butts, Strohecker, Ford and
board positions and the committee selected 184, Lovett composed the half of the board that was
which was the number that the statute
retained.

MSU

Associate Editor

StaftReReport
spons1.b1'1'1ty fior setting
policies and procedures at
Murray State University falls
on the shoulde.rs of one group
of people.
The
Murray
State
University Board of Regents,
which meets quarterly,
decides issues that have the
potential to affect every member of the University community from students to alumni.
According to the bylaws of
the Regents, the board must
operate under certain guidelines during each of these
meetings.
-rhe meetings of the Board
of Regents and its committees
are open to the public unless
closed pursuant to the provisions of (the Open Meetings
Law)," according to the
bylaws.
Unless otherwise noted, the
board meets i~ the Regents
conference room on the third
floor of Wells Hall.
In addition to meeting
quarterly, the Regents also
meet within thirty days following the appointment of a
new member. Special meetings are called by the chairman upon written request of
the president or any two
members of the board and at
such special meetings, the
board may transact any and
all business that it might
transact at a regular meeting.
During the first regular
meeting of the Regents following the chairman's election, members of the board
will be appointed to standing

Division of duties on committeesAcadem1c Affairs - examines academic mission
Athletics. - reviews policies of Racer sports
Finance and Audit - reviews budgetary process .
Buildings and Grounds - maintains grounds
Student Life - review policies relating to students
Graphic by LEIGH LANDINI

committees. The board is
comprised of several committees:
The Academic Affairs
C 9mmittee works with the
president and vice president
for academic affairs on issues
related to academics at the
University. The committee ia
responsible for "academic program approval, academic policy review, and periodic
re porta to the full Board concerning educational issues,"
according to the bylaws.
The Athletic Committee
works with the president and
the vice president for
University relationsand
administrative services to
review the intercollegiate
athletic program. "The
Committee shall be responsible for recommending policies
relative to the athletic program and making periodic
reports to the full Board concerning athletic issues,"
according to the bylaws.
The Finance and Audit
Committee works with the
president, the vice president
for University relations and
administrative services and
the director of the budget on
matters related to the budget

and annual audit of the
University. In addition to
other duties, thia committee,
"ahall review proposed budgets with the president, the
director of the budget and
appropriate staff members
and shall make recommenda·
tiona to the full Board concerning adoption of same,"
according to the bylaws.
The Buildings and Grounds
Committee considers proposals for the expenditwe of capital funds in excess of $60,000
and makes recommendations
to the full Board about such
proposals. The committee baa
the responsibility 14for ueuring that land, buildings and
equipment belonging to the
University are properly maintained," according to the
bylaws.
The
Student
Life
Committee works with the
president and the associatevice president of student
affairs on matters pertaining
to student life.
ThiS committees reaponsibilities include reviewingreand approving student life
policies and making periodic
reports on student life at
Murray State.

Selection nets four new Regents

,

·

'

Board schedule:
Today: Committee ;,
meetings, third.floor,'
Curris Center. RegentS
discuss information
1
with·administrators in ·
thd.committee~ ,· ' · · '.:,

Staff Report

A recently-pas~ ~te law changed the make-up of the
Murray State Umvemty Board of Regents this summer.
Legislation known as House Bill149 passed during the 1992
General Assembly forced a committee to appoint persons to university governing boards. The result was four new Board of
Regents members for the MSU board.
Appointees include Sid Easley, a Murray lawyer: Marilyn
Reed Buchanon of Livingston County; Robert F. Matthews of
Shelby County and G. Arlivia Gamble of Christian County.
Before the legialation was approved, Gov. Brereton Jones
appointed James 0. Butts, a Fulton banker; VirginiaN.
Strohecker, a four-term Regent from Horse Cave; Beverly J.
Ford, a Marshall County teacher and Wells T. Lovett, an ·
Owensboro lawyer.
Easley and Lovett were appointed for six year terms. Ford
and Gamble will serve a five-year term and Strohecker will
serve a three-year term.
Butts, who was elected chairman at the July meeting, will
Be;"• two years and Buchanon will serve one year. Buchanon
will also be honored at MSU's Founder's Day as a receipient of
the Golden Horseshoe Award on Wednesday.
Frank Julian, faculty regent, and Todd Logsdon, student
regent were elected to the board last spring in elections for
those two gro~ps.

,

<'

Saturday: Board
meeting, 9 a.m., ::·,
conference'room on
third floor of Wells Hall. ':
November: Date to be
announced. ,
AU

BOard of ReGenta

meetings.,.. open to the
public according to the
Photo by BARRY JOHNSON
Members of the restructured Board of Regents were sworn In by District Judge Leslie Furches.
Members, from left, Include Wells Lovett; Marilyn Buchanon; Tod Logsdon; Frank Julian; Sid
Easley; Beverly Ford; VIrginia Strohecker and James Butts.

~entuclcy Qpen ....etfno- ·~

uw: lt'llednO• g,.y- .; ;/ •.
clo.ed when ciMtmg .with ·'
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Gender gap narrows on board .with appointments
. Equality isn' just limited to MSU Regents, other universities also benefit from process
communication services with
the state's Council on Higher
Gender equity in at least Education.
one form, has ., arrived
at
"The govemo--'s
m'structiona
.
c
•Murray State Umverslty.
to the nominating committees
This year Murray State's were to give a representation
Board of Regents has a record
to gender," Snider said. "But I
number of women on the don't believe gender was a
board, with four of the 10 requirement."
~members being female. This
The board is not represent&compares with the less than 10 tive of the number of female
,women who have served on the students in Kentucky colleges
board throughout the school's and universities, according to
70-year history.
figures in the Aug. 26 edition
Having a set number of of the The Chronicle of Hi8h.er
women on each of the state's Education's Almanac.
.
b
d
governmg oar s was not a
·
requ1rement d uring the d Fifty-eight percent of stuappointment process, said
ents are women at all higher
~orman Snider, director for education institutions in
Kentucky, according to the
By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor In Chief

6

"

,

I don t suppose
it Will change the
way anything is
done."
- Virginia Strohecker

d

d
h'l
.
. ,
eca e. w 1 e unlverslty s
boards have had only a handful of women. According to the
Kentucky
Council on Higher
Education's
1981-1990
Inforrn4tion Dig~st, female college students outnumbered
males by 8,181 across the state
in 1981. During the 1981-82
school year, however only one
female served on Murray
State's Board of Regents.

Almanac. MUlT8y State's number of women compares to this
state figure, with females
accounting for 56 percent of
The number of women on the
students attending the board may represent the camUniversity during the 1990 fall pus community more effectivesemester, Phil Bryan, dean of 1 b t '11
h
dmi8810
·
d
-lY, u Wl not c ange the
a
n& an reoo..-u.e, said.
declSion-ma.lring
·
process, said
Female students have out- Regent Virginia Strohecker,
numbered males on Kentucky'• who haa served on the board
campuses for more tha~ a for more than lour term.a.
A closer look at issues in the news

..

I don't suppose it will
cbange the way anything is
thido.nenk,".Sttrowillheckeha
~~~don't
1
ver 88Ibearing·d.
a
at
all on decisions."
Other Kentucky universitiea
have an equal or fewer number
of women on their governing
bo.uds. Northern Kentucky
University, like Murray State
also has four women on it~
Board of Regents. However
the University of Kentucky'~
Board of Trustees has one
female out of20 members.
Prior to this year, the most
women se....,..;.,.,.g on the Murray
........
State Board of Regents at the
same time was in 1984 when
Irma
LaFollette
and
Strohecker had seats on the
board.
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Classes help

students study
forGED, ACT
By MICHELE LONGWORTH
Reporter

.. The Murray State ROTC sponsored a welcome back picnic Thursday, Sept. 3 at
Stewart Stadium following a ceremony honoring Its cadets for their
achievement s made over the summer.

flOTC hosts welcome back picnic
By AMY GREWE
;:Assistant News Editor

~ The ROTC Racer Battalion held its fifth an·
"nual W('lcome-back picnic Sept. 3 at Stewart
~tadium.

Capt. Todd Harrison said the purpose of the
picnic is to bring everyone together and unify
• tlu battalion.
• "If~; kind of an informal ceremony to
, welcoma back students and pass out awards in
r ecognition of the accomplishments of the
cndets," he sai~ .
Maj. Richard 'l urner, the cadre executive of.
fic o:;'', said the battalion honored the
achiev~.. '"f'nts of its advance course cadets who
purticipateJ in Advance Camp and special
· tr ttining events during the summer.
') 'he ceremony began with Cadet Maj.
'fhomas Bauer bringing his cadet battalion to
a ttention. It was then reviewed by. Lt. Col.
William Holden Jr. The color guard advanced
the colors following the inspection, and the
NationAl Anthem was played.
Fourteen Military Science (MS) ill cadets
were sworn into the battalion as last year's

MS Ill class received recognition for events
ranging from airborne training at Ft. Benning, Ga. to Cadet Troop Leader training at Ft.
Bragg, N.C.
Turner, who coordinated the picnic, said
summer is always a busy time for the MSU
Cadet Corps.
The top-ranking cadet from the MSU ROTC
program was nursing student Cadet Molly
Purcell. A letter from the commanding
g-eneral of the U.S. Army Cadet Command
wst pt· ·~·r.ted to her, ~iting her high level of
preparedness an<' performance of duty dw·ing
her ROTC Advance Camp.
Turner said this year's recruiting of
veterans has been especially high, as pl'iorservice members leave active duty and return
to college.
"These former soldiers bring a great deal of
experience and vitality to the ROTC program," he said.
Following the award ceremony the cadets
and their guests attended a picnic prepared by
the department cadre.

The Kentucky Department of
Adult and Technical Education
Services and the department of
continuing education/academic
ou treach at Murray State
University will
offer free
classes beginning Monday in
English gramm ar, general
mathematics, social studies,
science, literature and art.
"We have people from 16
years of age on up," said
Mildred Nichols, assistant coordinator of the program. Anyone
not presently enrolled in a
public school may participate in
these classes.
"Classes a r e h elpful to
anyone preparing for the GED
(General Education Diploma)
high school certificate, the ACT
(American Collegiate Testing),
examination or an entrance
lest for vocational school," said
Chuck Guthrie, director of the
Adult Learning Center.
Carol Lane, coor dinator of the
classes, will teach math and
English on Mondays from 6-9
p.m. The night classes are
limited to 20 students, primar ily those who are unable to at·
tend during the day. The night
classes will last eight weeks.
On Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, Nichols will teach
math from 8:30-10 a.m., and
English from 10:30 a.m.-noon.
The day class enrollment is
restricted to 10 students. It will
last for six weeks.
The social studies, science,
literature and arts classes are
self-instructed courses on a
computer and will last for eight
weeks. The times for these
classes vary and can be arranged through the Adult Learning
Center.
Classes of this sort have been
offered before and will continue
with the help of federal and
state funding.

POLICE BEAT
Aug. 31
•"~' ro
10:45 a .m. No injuries occurred in an auto accident a~the
south end of the Carr Health building. Both vehicles were
unattended.
12:29 p.m . A student was taken to the hospital from Springer Hall with a possible broken finger.
12:35 p.m. An occupied elevator got stuck in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
4:20 p.m. Someone was throwing water balloons at the
south exit of Franklin Hall.
6:34 p.m. A student in Regents Hall dropped his keys down
the elevator shaft.
10:08 p.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from a house at t
Broach and Olive streets. It is a white 10-speed racing bike "
with blue and red lettering, model Cannon Dale R-500. Its
value is $900.
11:35 p.m. A student reported $176 stolen from a room in
Franklin Hall during a fire drill.
11:38 p.m. A male student was reported intoxicated and
violent on the third floor of Richmond Hall. The student was
arrested and taken to Calloway District Jail for alcohol intoxication and terroristic threatening. The Calloway County
jailer brought two additional charges: terroristic threateni~g
and assaulting a corrections officer, which is a felony. A cash
bond of $2,500 is required by the court.

Sept. 1
5:39p.m. No injuries occurred in an automobile accident in
the Regents Hall parking lot.
Sept. 2
, ,
9:52 a.m. Minor damage occurred in an automobile accident in the Calloway Avenue parking lot. There were no
injuries.
7:08 p.m. A student dropped his keys down t he elevator
shaft in Hester Hall.
'
8:35 p.m. A student reported a wallet stolen while at the
Carr Health Building.
SPECIAL NOTICE: The Curris Center parking lot is not
available for zoned parking. Residents of th e North Resident
Hall Complex (Clark Hall and Richmond Hall) are not permitted to park in the Curris Center parking lot for more than
one hour. There is not a color-zoned area. Students with
yellow parking permits must park on t he north side of
Chestnut Street in the yellow zones.

?

•

Have a question about MSV? '
Let "The Forum" help you find the answer.

Submit your question to the "Ask SGA
& The Murray State News" mailbox on

the first floor of the Currls Center.
Be sure to include your name.
classlflcatlon. maJor.
\

"Apostolic In doctrlne••• Penecostal In
experience••• Chrlst-llke In living"

LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
,
CHURCH, INC.
r-

:

N. 16th Ext. at UHerback Road
~1 :
"Murray's Bible Teaching Center"
Students Welcome
Uames H. Cain, Pastor
759·1602
1I

~=====I>

:1:

cers
Welcome Students
,.

EXTRA VALUE MEALS - $2.99EA

•..

·"·: No. 1 Big Mac,
•

'•

II

Lg fiy, Med drtnk
No.2 2 Cheeseburgers, Lg fiy, Med drink
No.3 1/4 Cheeseburger, Lg fry, Med drtnk
No.4 McLean, Reg fiy, Reg di1nk

107 N. 12th St.

,:.. STYLE POWER!!!
: With Matrix styling products
: you'll experience:
• Fantastic Volume
• Sensational Body
• Superb Styling Control
• Exceptional Shine
Matrix hair care products
optimiLe your hair's natural
beauty and allow you to
create dramatic hair designs.
Stop in and ask our expert
stylists for Matrix styling products today.

wmatrix·
MAIN OFACE, 5lH & MAIN • NORlli BRANCH, 12TI-I & CHESTNUT

REBD[IDJES

~UTI-I BRANCH, 12TI-I & SfORY • MSU TELLER MACHINE, CURRIS CENTER

PHONE: 753-3231 • TIME & TEMPERATURE: 753-6363

..
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Murray State welcomes
39 new faculty and staff
Staff Report

Students may have already
discovered some of the 39 new
faculty members during the
fll'st week and a half of classes.
The new faculty members are:

College of Business
and Public Affairs
. Seid Hassan, assistant professor of economics
• Lila Waldman, assistant professor in the department of office systems and business
education
• Stephen Elliott, visiting lecturer of accounting

College of Education
• suzanne Van Hove, assistant
pr ofessor of health, physical
education and recreation
.Creighton Miller, associate
professor of special education

College of Fine Arts
and Communication
. Harvey Arche de Estrada,
visiting instructor of art
IIRichard Dougherty, professor
and chairman of the department of art
• rdaRuth Plymale, associate
professor of public relations
• Gilland Welsch, visiting in·
structor of advertising
IIBradley Almquist, associate
professor of music and director
of choral activities
• christopher Hayes, acting
director of Racer Bands
~aura Schumann, visiting instructor of music
• Marilyn Hunt, visiting assistant professor of speech com-

munication and tlleatre
• Lou Tillson, assistant professor of speech commmunication and theatre
• Kirk Potillo, jazz producer
and operations assistant of
WKMS

College of Humanistic
Studies
• Squire Babcock, visiting instructor of English
• Ann Marie Neelon, assistant
professor of English
• Anthony Cheesboro, assistant
professor of history
• susan Maneck, visiting instructor of history
• Judith Sheiman, assistant
professor of psychology
• Nancy Wessel, visiting instructor of sociology, anthropology and social work

College of Industry
and Technology

NalvffiA
bUdget
approved

• Darrye Jackson, visiting lecturer of nursing
• Marcia Hobbs, assistant professor and chairman of nursing
• James Barnett, instrument
maker

Exchange faculty
. Maurice French in the
department of history
• Jing Liu in the department of
education
• Ming-Yi Yang in the department of foreign languages
• George Close, Fulbright
Scholar-in-Residence

Kentucky Department
of Education Regional
Service Center
. Doralyn Lanier, director

West Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative

. Jayne Crisp, executive
• steven Combs, visiting lec- director
turer of industrial and
engineering technology
University Relations
• capt. Dexter Henson, assistant professor of military and Administrative
science
Services
• Sfc. Perry Buchanan, prin· . Robin Sanecki, assistant procipal drill instructor of military fessor at the Breathitt
science
Veterinary Center
• capt. Michael DeJarnette, • susan Crawford, curator of
adviser of ROTC
collections at the National
Scouting Museum

College of Science

. William Wells, visiting professor of chemistry
• Robert Patton, assistant professor of mathematics and
statistics

Faculty Resource
Center

753-4488

Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday 11 a .m.-9:30 p.m. Saturday 4 :30-9:30 p.m.

Datlj' Lwidt Spedal $3.10

Sunday Buffet $5.75

Monday-Friday 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

11 a.m..-2 p.m.

The Student Government Association has approved the budget for the
1992-1993 academic year.
Budget money for S.G.A.
is divided between the
Senate and the University
Center Board.
Faculty Regent Frank
Julian addressed the
Senate as a representative
to the Board of Regents
and as advisor for S.G.A.
Julian announced the
Board meeting tomorrow
at 9 a.m. in the board
room of Wells Hall. He
said the ·University is
planning ahead for the
future.
"We are looking toward
the future. Some of you
are looking at a four year
commitment. Some of us
are looking at a 40 year
commitment," ,Julian
said.

$32,620

Group pictures will be taken
Sept. 21 -24 from 3-1 0 pm
and Sept. 25th from 2:30-5 pm

FOR MORE INFO-CALL 762-4495/!

Discover a ch allenging
future with opportunities to
advance. Serve your country
while you serve your career with:
* great pay and benefits
* n onnal workin g hours
complete medical and dental
care
30 days vacation with pay per

*

Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON

* year
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Yearbook contracts are due

Clinlcal Psychologists

UCB Budget 1992-93
.BwWt
CWnnl
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STUDENT
-ORGANIZATIONS-

Senate Budget 1992-93
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Hong Kong
Restaurant

Staff Report

$118,250 $104,601 .02

. Howard Rice, media
specialist

~

New

Page 7 ~
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901 Coldwater Road I Murray, Kentucky 42071

I

TillS OFPU IIPIIII u n. )0 1"2
Present 1h1s Coupon For One FREE SESSION
With Any PACKAGE of 4 Sessions or More

Call for carry out o rdera and more lnfonnation.
We cater parties, banquets & m eet ings
and can seat up to 200 people

1

UCB Chairperson Position Open
I

Non-traditional/ Commuter Student
Interviews September 15 at 5 p.DL
Applications due September 15 at 12 p.m. SGA office
For more information call 762-6951

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
·-

-------------------------------------------------1

I

.c:.:::/lltu..'l:'l:CL!f C7aiLo'l: cShop
418 M a in St.

( u n d e r F r a m e Vill a g e)

753 - 9981
OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 A . M. - 5 P . M.
"We alter a nything a nd d o leath e r r e p a irs "

PANTS HEMMED $3 EACH VVITH COUPON

I
I

Jl

( r egula r $ 4 each )

...........................................................

or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

r-------------------------,
:e@
BUFFET SPECIAL$:
1
I
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

$5 es

•Drinks not included - spedal good through 9/25/92

1
I
1
I

L-------------------------~
1 $ BUFFET SPECIAL·~

r-------------------------,

:

... 10 Wolf SW-24 Tanning Beds

1
I

. . . 2 SL-28 Tanning Beds. The
biggest available featuring 28
staggering bulbs for an all over
tan!

MON.-THU. 8 A.M.-10 P.M.
FRI.
8 A.M.-8 P.M.
SAT.
8 A.M.-5 P.M.
SUN.
1 P.M.-5 P.M.

753-WOLF

$6

•Drtnks not tncluded - spedal good through 9/ 25/ 92

99 :
1
I

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.; Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Must present coupon when ordering .

.... 3 Stand-up units for the person
.who always seems short of time

-------------------------·
1
Present this coupon at
Wolff SystemTann:lng Center

WOLFF SYSTEM HOURS:

2 all-you-can-eat
Dinner buffets

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

1

and receive ONE FREE visit with the 1
1
purchase of any t.anoing package.

1

I
I

I

limit one per person

I

I·······-·······----······J~
OLYMPIC PLAZA

MURRAY,KY

Chestnut Street

753-6656

'.. ,.
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Exchange prof
likes new home

!:·=explains
culture
...
... ~

By AMY HELM
campus Life Editor

Thanks to his participation as
a summer camp counselor in
Maine, Andrey Shapoval of
•. Moscow was given the opportunity by Camp Counselors
~ USA to come to Murray State
·University to help promote
under:standing of his country.
• •~ A guest of MSU President
Ronald J. Kurth, Shapoval is a
college student at Moscow
Vicals-Roads College.
J ·. "I met Dr. Kurth while working at the camp and he invited
• me to Murray State," he said.
·"Dr. Kurth's Russian is excellent. He has a very small accent that sounds like he is a
citizen of the Baltic Republic. It
' was a pleasure to speak with
~im."

Shapoval will be on campus
until Oct. 10, when he will
return to Russia for completion
of hiS studies in the design, construction and use of tractortrailers.
He was born and educated in
Moscow, where be attended a
secondary school and specialized in English language
instruction.
While at college he was
drafted into the Red Army to
serve as head of a searchlight
team for the northwestern
border forces.
Shapoval. 23 , will finish his
.studies this year.
·
"I would like to work in a
I foreign country to get ex• - J)erience, but I don't feel any
·~ -..»'.ish to emigrate from Russia,"
i v -tie said.
~ ~ During his stay on campus,
" ' Shapoval will make presentaC tions to various organizations.
E "1 have received invitations
! to speak about Russian life and
fa~ilies," he said. "I . usual~y
, Winte my presentations m
r ~nglish. Before, I tried to write
, F St in Russian and then translate
it, but it was difficult."
~~
Shapoval spends his free lime

r

!

i

l
t;

.

i~

,.'

By AMY HELM

----

f__

Campus Life Editor

Although he may not pass for
Crocodile Dundee, Australian
exchange faculty member
Maurice French is an originial
Aussie who misses his daily
dose of Vegamite while in t he
United States.
" I really miss Vegamite,
which is a breakfast spread
made out of yeast extract," he
said. "Another thing is that
there is less variety of food,
such as cheeses. At home, there
is a great selection."
French, who teaches history
at the University of Southern
Queensland in Toowomba, is involved in an exchange with
Murray State h istory professor
Terry Strieter.
"Dr. Strieter approached the
dean of my college and the dean
asked our faculty who wanted
to go to Kentucky." French
said. " I was interested in making the exchange. so Dr.
Strieter and I exchanged
places."
While Strieter is teaching
history at the University of
Southern Queensland, French
is teaching two sections of
Illustration by JOSHUA WILKES world civilization and introduction to historical methods.
"This is my fourth trip to the
walking around Mw·ray.
understand me. My understanWith the recent and on-going United States and my third
" I like to broaden my ding and speech depend on my changes occurring in Russia , faculty exchange," French said.
outlook," he said. "I have willpower. because I have to Shapoval said new and clean "My wife, Judy Brewer, came
vis ited Land Between the translate in my mind what I minds are needed to help shape with me this time. She is taking
Lakes. the Country Music hear and s~ak."
the new·country:.
'~
a cla&S here."
.'II
t(JJl· I
Festival and Nashville."
The faculty . exchange is
One of the most interesting
"I
think
it
~ ill tak:feq~irne ,
He comes from a family of ~ngs he has discovered about
beneficial
for both members
teachers - his father is a the United States is that it is maybe five to seven years, and because it is more economical
retired principal and history not much different from Russia. it will be a regular European than having to find a place to
country like France and Italy ,"
teacher, his mother is an
"My ideas about the United he said. "I disagree with stay, he said.
English teacher, and his sister States were different," he said.
"We don't have to worry
teaches physics. Despite this in- "I thought the country was free several of the Russian govern- about transportation or housfluence. he said he is happy of problems and difficulties. ment's policies.
ing,•· French said. "From the
working with tractor-trailer However, you also have your
"Russia is another country moment of arrival, it was more
trucks.
problems and everyday routine now, independent , but with a or less the :same environment.
Although Shapoval speaks life. It is the same in Russia."
lot of problems. I am wo1·ried We even have some of the same
English, he sometimes has difabout
the future because the books and journals."
In addition, the food is dif·
fi c ulty making himself
One interesting difference
process of improving the
ferent,
although
many
things
understood.
between
the two universities is
economy
is
difficult.
When
I
are quite similiar.
"My English teacher in
called Moscow two weeks ago, I the concept of general educaMoscow is from New York," he
" In Russia, we use soup all was told some of the prices had tion classes.
said. "For me, it is easy to the time and have several dif- tripled . The government
" I n Australia. we don't have
understand everyone, but it is a ferent courses," he said. ''It is doesn't see that some people required general education
little difficult for people to
not the same here."
classes," French said. "These
have little money."

Maurice French
Exchange faculty

courses are taught thoroughly
in high school and we expect
the students to know it. Our
hig h schools are more
discipline-or iented, especially
in the final two years."
Students in the last two years
of high school are expected to
choose their careers ,and take
courses that concern those
areas.
"There is no such thing as
pre-law or pre-me dici n e,"
French said. ''The problem with
this method is that we do produce some highly qualified people, only in narrow areas. We
do overall lack a background in
general education."
When he is not teaching,
French and his wife enjoy going
to restaurants.
" We were a little bemused
when we went to the fast food
restaurants and saw the wide
choices peqp,le are (liven," he
said. "There are perhaps too
many choices and catering to
individual choices in America!''
One thing French noticed
about his students is the way
they react during his lectures.
"I noticed the students here
have the expectation that lee·
ture is a time for giving dictation and they must write down
everything I say, word for
word," he said. " In Australia,
professors tend to lecture at a
hell-for·leather pace."
''During the first week, I
think they were somewhat
bemused by my accent," he
said.

1:Environmental education trip
ti..provides first-hand experience
•

: ~ By KATHY EIDSON
j ~ Staff Writer
• !I
A Murray

State University
: • faculty member recently
I returned from Russia after takl' ;l
.
d
r l' ing part m a program to stu y
~ r, that country's environment.
• " Ruth Jacquot, director of the
• Center for Envirotttnental
• • Education and m'embcr of the
~ elementary and secondary
' education faculty. led a delega·
~ ~ tion of classroom teachers from
~ ~ the Tenne:-;see Valley in an en.. vironmental education ex• ~ change tour of the Rostov
' • region in Russia.
~ ~
"This was my first chance to
•
go
over there and see first-hand
I
• • how they are dealing with their
: problems, how they are
• educating their public about ent

vironmental problems," Jacquot said.
She said she and others in her
delegation have met with environmental educators from
Russia three times in the
United States.
"The best way to learn about
their environment is to go there
and meet people who arc dealing with the same situations we
are," she said.
This project wns supported by
Murray State, the Tennessee
Valley Authority, Champion
Paper Co., local civic organizations and the Citizen Exchange
Council.
The group toured schools
wh ich s pecialized in en vironmental education and
science education. It also

visited teachers' workshops in
the steppe region and conducted boat study tours on the
Don River.
The group also had leisure
time to take historic tours of
Cossack villages, churches being restored, museums and a
walking tour of Moscow.
Terez Hjetland. a pre-school
teacher at Southwest Elementary. and Rebecca Page. a
teacher from W.O. Rhea School
in Paris, Tenn., were local
group members who accompanied Jacquot on the
expedition.
A group from TV A is going
back to Russia in October to
help establish an electron ic
mail system by computer.

Photo by YURY NOVOSIOLOV

Dr. Ruth Jacquot (at right) enjoys the picnic prepared by the principals and teachers
of the Krlmsky School in Russia. This picnic, consisting of five courses, Included
many fresh fruits and vegetables. The picnickers walked about a mile into the woods
to enjoy the feast.

-•• ----------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Student exchanges
~!:!JJ _A_S_Il_C_E_OF_LIF_E-----,

Who•s losing weight?

According to recent medical studies and surveys, dieting is
common, success is not.
• 63 percent of American adults are over the recommended
weight range for their build.
• 33 to 40 percent of women are now trying to lose weight.
• 84 percent of women trying to lose weight eat fewer calories.
• 60 to 63 percent of women trying to lose weight increase their
physical activity.
• 20 percent of all people on liquid diets drop out while consuming
the diet.
• 80 percent of all people who complete liquid-diet programs don't
keep off all the weight for a year.

~ Live at the lmprov

With a sense of humor and a talent for
impressions, Mike Hall won a free trip to Los
Angeles, as well as an opportunity to audition
for a spot at the famous comedy club, the
lmprov.
Hall has incorporated about 30 different
impressions in his stand-up comedy routine,
including George Bush and Johnny Carson.
Hall said the trip to L.A. hopefuly will open
doors in show business for him, Hall said.

Story on Page 9

,.
I' -

Source: GLAMOUR

Graphic by AMY HELM

If the idea of experiencing life in
another country sounds appealing,
students should contact Marcie
Johnson, interim directorfor the Center
of International Programs.
The program is open to anyone who
is at least a sophomore with a grade
point average of 2.5 or better.
In addition, the person must have
knowledge of the language in the country of his choice. Financial aid is also
available.
"We are having our best year ever
and would like for even more students
to get involved," Johnson said.

~- -----------------------------------------------------------------
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AROUND CAMPUS
Self-defense course offered

By LIBBY FIGG
Staff Writer

Murray State University Rape Victim Services and Chuck
Robertson of the Kentucky State Police will present a free
women's self-defense course from 5:30-7:30 p.m. Thursday in
room 500 of Faculty Hall.
The program will cover basic safety tips for women of all
ages.

As the semester kicks into
full swing, libraries and study
lounges across campus are star·
ting to fill up again. Tanned
students with new books in tow
are beginning that dreaded
practice- studying.
Students display a variety of
study habits. Some prepare
weeks in advance, while others
prefer to pull all·nighters
before a m"'or test or paper.
Some drink lots of coffee and
pop many Vivarins, while
others rely on Mother Nature
and discipline to stay awake.
Alissa Bell, a soph omore
social work major from
Camden, Tenn., said she
studies best by herself.
"I usually -study in my room
or in the library, but I must
have peace and quiet in order to
study effectively,'' she said. "I
study about 15 hours a week.,
Lisa Wedding, a sophomore
pre-pharmacy major from
Whitesville, also studies in her
room.
"I usually study in the early
evening, but I don't cram very
much for an exam,'' she said.
"Cramming doesn't do me a lot
of good, but I have had to a few
times."
Wedding also avoids pulling
all-night study sessions.
"I can't do it,'' she said. "I've

Workshop planned
A workshop titled ''Building Bridges: Working and living
in a multiracial society," is sch_eduled from 9 a.m.-noon, Sept.
18 in the Curris Center Ballroom.
Registration begins at 8:30a.m.
The program is scheduled by the Minority Student Affairs
office. Admission is free.
For more information contact Doris Clark at 762-6836, Ken
Trice at 762-3350, or Mike Morgan at 762-4536.

International· ball scheduled
The Murray State Center for International Programs will
sponsor an International Ball beginning at 7 p.m., Sept. 19 at
the Hong Kong Restaurant. .
The charge of $7 for International Student Organization
members and $10 for the general public pays for dancing and
a buffet style dinner.
Tickets may be bought in the International Programs
Office.

Co-op interviews set
Representatives from Walt Disney World in Orlando, Fla.,
will conduct interviews for Spring 1993 co-op positions at 6
p.m. Oct. 6 in the auditorium of the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology Building.
For more information contact the Cooperative Education
and Placement Office at 762-2906.

Photo by MELISSA FARNUM

Jeanette Santiago, a junior management major, Pilar Agosta, a junior accounting
major, both f rom Humacho, Puerto Rico; and Gina Higgins, a sen ior hi story 'and
education major from Edwardsville, Ill., take t ime from their schedules to study.

tried it, but I just can't pull it lot and takes Vivarin, especial"I have a short-term memory,
off."
ly during finals week.
so I study a lot a day or .two
Lequida Pearson, a
"I popped so many Vivarin before an exam,'' he said. ·
sophomore marketing major last semester that I puked t•ight
Many buildings on campus offrom Waverly, Tenn., said she after the test," Bond said. "I fer students different ' atstudies between 8·11 p.m. She went for four days in a row with mospheres for study. Sludy,corsaid sh e usually does not cram no sleep. After finals, I slept for rals are available in Waterfield
before big tests.
Library and in several
two days.''
"However, I pulled an allChad Hill, a senior finance classroom buildings. The ~cur
nighter for a final once and I major from Hayti, Mo., has also ria Center has several open
made an A,'' she said.
pulled all-nighters, but without lounges and a lounge with
Gina Bond, a sophomore the aid of Vivarin or coffee. Hill headphones.
social work major from said he studies about 15 hours a
Residence halls also have
Russellville, said she crams a week.
quiet floors and study lounges.

·Humorous act sends Hall to Hollywood
By ROB HART
,

Assistant Campus Life Editor

Mike Hall is going to
Hollywood. The senior
marketing major from St.
Catharines, Ontario, is
capitalizing on his talent for
impressions and his sense of
humor for a free trip to Los
Angeles, $500 spending money,
tickets to the Tonight Show,
tickets to any sitcom taped in
Los Angeles, and an audition
for a spot at the famous comedy
club, the Improv. i
Hall is getting this opportunity after winning a radio talent
contest in his hometown.
The contest ran for about a

" I' m hoping to
meet some people
and maybe I'll get
discovered by
some guy in L.A. ''
-Mike Hall

month and a half with a winner
picked from up to 10 entries
each day, Hall said.
''I found out I was one of the
daily winners and that was

cool,'' Hall said. "Then they
told me I had a chance to win
the grand prize, which was a
four-day trip for two to L.A."
Hall said he was one of three
finalists and a tape of each was
played for listeners to vote on
their favorite.
"I found out later that I won
by 40 votes to two to two," he
said.
Hall mixes impreBSions with
stand-up comedy.
"I prefer to incorporate funny
material while doing my imreSliions!" lie i&tcl. ••rve found
that to be more entertaining."
The first voice Hall learned
was Alf. He has since added

UCB to sponsor many new
events for students this fall

George Bush, Ronald Reagan,
Scooby Doo, Johnny Carson and
about 25 others to his
Events already scheduled for this semester include:
repertoire.
• Sept.16- Founder's Day, Lovett Auditorium, 2:30p.m.
Hall said he hopes the Los
• Sept.30- Lecture by Nolan Richardson, Curris C.enter
Angeles trip will open some
balh·oom, 7 p.m.
doors in show business for him.
• Oct. 1 - Homecoming queen elections, 2nd floor Curris
"rm hoping to meet some peoCenter, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
ple and maybe I'll get
• Oct.8 - Political debate, Barlow vs. Hamrick, Curris
discovered by some guy in
CE>nter ballroom, 7 p.m.
L.A.," he said.
• Oct.27 - Contemporary Christian rock concert, White
HeartRachel RachelJ.C. Crew, Racer Arena, 7:30p.m.
Hall plans to give comedy a
• Nov.16 - Lecture by Edward M. Skinner on the JFK
try for a while, but if it does not
assassination, Curris Center· ballroom, 7 p.m.
,.,
work, he plans to use his
~
•
Dec.6
Hanging
of
the
Green,
Curr}s
Center,
S,J?im.
degree.
'
~
1
Movies will be shown every Wednesday evening at 7 and
" I just like making p~ople
9:30 in the Curris Center Theater.
laugh,'' he said. "That's about
it."

....
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rr'errapin Station
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605 OfiveSt.
753-8926

1
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NEW AND USED ; CASSEI'I'ES - CDs
CERWIN-VEGA SPEAKERS - ROCK N ROLL POS1ERS
SPECIAL ORDERS - TRADE INS WELCOME

Monday-Friday
10 a.m.-5:30p.m.
Saturday
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

r----------::::==::::-~~~~--.,
1

$

2

Off

::~~;r

I

I~-------------------------------·
offer exp'- Sept. 25, 1882

::a::c... ..::.~ • •
The .M"urray

S~a~e N"e~

Omicron Delta Kappa

Next to Cantpus!
I

1 0°/o Discount : with valid MSU ID

I

while placing order.

9{ationa{ Leatfersliip 1lonor S ociety
:Ja[{ 1992
The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa Is
now considering qualtfled students for memberahlp. The
prellminary requirements which must be met for a
student to be eliglble for consideration for election are:
A. Rank in the upper 35°...0 of the class
B. Junior or Senior status
C. One semester In residence at Murray State
D. Have attained speclal distinction In two or more of
the five phases of campus life
1. scholushtp
2. athletics
3. social se.rrice and reU&:J.ous acU'ritle. and
campus govemment
4. joumallsm. speech and the maaa media
5. creative and perfol'lllln& arts

•.

Interested students should pick up an appUcatlon form In Room 207
of the Business Bulldlng or at Music Control in the Curr:ls Center.
All appUcations must be returned by 4 p.m. Friday, Sept. 25, to Room
207 In the Business BulldJDg or the SGA Ofllce. If you have any
questions, contact Dr. Krizan at 4196 or Rachel Morrisette at 3376.

":

\

:=:;:

,..

TACO
'BELLe
INot good with any other offer.

L------------------------------------------..
,.
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f\JeJVESA
chapter
ar;eated

Check out the CLASSIFIEDS
on page 14.
"Inventive, outrageous, and irresistible."
"W.yne~ World! Movie Time! Excellent!
You'll howl!
-·-·lll&lrtnDl

By PATRICIA CASH
Viewpoint Editor

Female students who are
interested in helping others
thrQugh
philanthropic
projects may soon have the
c~ if enough interest is
shown in chartering the first
col}.ege chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International
College SOrority in Kentucky
here at Murray State
University.
Kathie Fleming, first vice
president/president-elect of
the•Kentucky State Council of
ESA, is making efforts
toward making Murray State
the • first college chapter in
Photo by JUO COOK
Kentucky. There are already
50 collegiate chapters Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority take a break before they begin
nationwide that have been planning events for their 50th anniversary, which will be celebrated Oct. 2.
established within the past
two to three years, especially
in the states of North
Carolina, South Carolina,
illinois and Wisconsin.
Accor ding to The Jonquil ,
the international magazine
of ESA, the organization was
founded in 1929 as a
lead ership and service
organization.
Ther e are now 1,200 By ROB HART
Driver said after the parade and today's members.
traditional chapters in the
there
will be a reception at the
"When they were here, they
Assistant Campus Lite Editor
United States and Australia.
Happy anniversary Sigma Tri Sig tent in Tent City, where would always remark about
The organization offers Sigma Sigma!
there will be a reception for the how close that they were,"
leader-ship
training,
sorority's
national president, Holladay said. "Now we're the
On Oct. 2, during Homecomeducation and fellowship.
Ann
Williams
of Metairie, La.
same, so t hat's one thing that
ing weekend, the Sigma Sigma
Philanthropic work is one Sigma social sorority will
The rest of the day will in- hasn't changed. We've always
of the main purposes of ESA. celebrate fifty years on the clude an open house at the had a way to have individuals
The members work to support Murray State University cam·
sorority, a reserved block of close together and not have any
such causes as Easter Seals pus. The sorority, which is both seats for alumni for the game, trouble with it.''
and St. Jude's Children's the oldest Greek organization
All the members are looking
and a dinner and dance at the
Hospital.
on campus and the first campus Curris Center that night.
forward to the weekend, Holla·
"St. .Ju de's is the main sorority to have its own house,
day said.
Sigma Sigma Sigma presi·
philanthropy of our 20,000 will host a variety of events
"We're all excited. We've
members
nationwide," featuring current members and dent Gina Lage, a senior been planning this thing for
Fleming said. "In the last 12 alumni from around the nation. English major from Paducah, over a year and one thing about
to 15 years, we have raised
Visiting lecturer Betty said between 300-400 people it is our hard work is going to
approximately $17 million Driver, who serves as academic are expected to attend, but all pay off," she said. "It's
for St. Jude's."
and financial adviser to the Tri the reservation forms have not something to be proud of
Anyone interested in Sigs, said the theme of the been received.
because we are the ones who're
starting a college chapter at sorority's events will be
Tri Sig Heather Holladay, a here in the 50th year. It's just
Murray State can contact "Cheers to Fifty Years," which junior business administration like the ones who'll be here in
Fleming at 762-3801 or drop will coincide with the univer· major from Paducah, said the the 75tli or tlie tOOth. It just
by to talk with her at 210 sity's theme of "Cheers to Sixty alumni would see some makes it that much
Ot;dway Hall.
Years."
similarity between themselves special."

Tri Sigmas celebrate
50 years at MSU
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All bags- 1 Oo/o off
Slotllne putters- $24.99
Pinnacle Gold 15 pack- $17.95
All visors and caps- 1 0% off
Complete repair service
Under new ownership
"YOUR COMPLETE GOLF STORE II "

.'
102 N

15t:h St:.

753-2282

Discover New Worlds in

:;· The Murray St.ate News

DATE:
PLACE:

EVERY FRIDAY!
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Wednesday, Sept. 16
~
3:30 p .m .• 7 p.m., 9 :30 p.m.
..••,.-:?
Admission with 1.0 . $1.50, without $2.50

SEPT. 14
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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'SWF roomies
really do exist
By SHANNON BARNHILL
Staff Wnter

Photo by RON RUGGLES

THE LOST BOY SCOUT
The Norman Rockwell painting A Good Turn was unveiled June 11.. The painting,
once thought to be missing, was donated to the National Scouting Museum. A
Good Turn is the 47th Rockwell in the Museum's collec tion.

The movie Single White
Female, a recent box-office success, has sparked a renewed interest in psychotic roommates.
While few people actually encounter a roommate who kills
hi8 or her roomie, many college
students do have anxieties
about their new roommates.
Freshmen especially worry
about the person with whom
they must share a small room.
During sorority rush in late
August, a group of Rho Chis
(rush counselors) decided to
take their rush groups to see
Single White Female.
"1'11 admit we were a little apprehensive about taking these
groups of girls to the movie,
since they are predominantly
freshmen," said Amy Rushing,
Panhellenic president.
Rushing said the girls were
able to differentiate between
reality and the movie, and that
she doubted that any of them
had roommates like the one
Jennifer Jason I;eigh played in
the film.
Some of Murray State's
students do claim to have lived
with roommates who had
psychotic tendencies. In order
for them to tell their stories,
names have been changed.

Cinema International brings
classics to Cunis Center
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

'Lost' RockWell CIOn·Bted
By PAMELA R. DIXON

Scouting Museum for tour times."
Painted in 1924, A Good Turn was the cover
for the 1926 Boy Scout calendar, as well as the
One good turn deserves another.
On June 11, Norman Rockwell's painting A cover for the Febuary 1926 Boys' Life
Good Turn was unveiled at a private recep- magazine.
tion at the National Scouting Museum.
The painting, which for years was conThe oil painting depicts a young Scout
reading to an old sailor. The youth is absorbed sidered one of the lost Rockwells, was donated
by Marjorie Thulin of Glencoe, Ill.
l and serious as he reads, while the man smiles
Thulin said she is pleased that the painting
as if the story ·has sparked memories of a
is going where many RockweU fans will enjoy
seafaring adventure long ago.
it.
Though widely known tor his Saturday
"I am really thrilled that the painting will
, Evening Post covers, Rockwell's most enduring association as an illustrator was with the have a happy home with the other
Boy Scouts of America and Boy's Life Rockwells," she said. "I hope all future Scouts
magazine. His partnership with the Boy enjoy it."
The campus museum houses the secondScouts dates to 1912, when at age 18 he was
hired as the chief illustrator and art director largest collection of Rockwell art, second only
to the Norman Rockwell Museum in
of Boys' Life, earning $50 per month.
Stockbridge,
Mass.
A Good Turn was created by Rockwell at no
Staff Writer

. cost to the BSA. He produced the painting as a
labor of love to repay the Scouts for giving him
a start in illustration.
Susan Crawford, curator of the collection,
said the museum owns 47 Rockwell paintings,
but only 28 are being shown there now.
"Rockwell's paintings are featured in the
gallery," she said. "Those interested in viewing the Rockwells may caH the National

Murray State students, faculty and staff and
Scouts are charged $3.50. General admission
is $5. Youths and senior citizens may attend
for $4. Groups of six or more are charged $3.50
per person, and children under six get in free.
The museum is open from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday through Saturday, and 12:30-4:30
p.m. on Sunday. For information call
762-3383.

If the current crop 1of
Hollywood releases doesn't interest you and you aren't impressed by what cable has to offer, Cinema International
might just be what you are
looking for.
Every Thursday and Friday
night through the end of Oc·
tober, Cinema International
will present free classic films
from around the world in the
Curris Center Theater.
The British film Let Him
Haue Tt will be shown tonight.
It tells the story of the controversial 1950s London court
case in which the mentally deficient friend of a 16-year-old
murderer is executed.
The lives of a famous touring
string quartet are the focus of
the Italian film Basileus
Quartet. The film is scheduled
for Sept. 17 and 18.
On Sept. 24 and 25, Aguirre,
The Wrath of God, will be
presented. Aguirre is a German
film about a Spanish expedition
in South America searching for
the mythical lost city of El
Dorado.
Ju Dou, from China, is a dark
tale of the abused wife of a
mh!erly cloth-dying mill owner.
The wife, Ju Dou, seeks shelter
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"My roommate was extreme·
ly moody," said John.
"He was never mad at me,
but he was always mad. He
wouldn't tell me when I did
things to upset him. When he
came home drunk, sometimes
he would even hit me.
"In public you wouldn't have
even known that we knew each
other, the way he ignored me.
Back in the room, though, he
acted like my best friend. It was
really strange."
Many students complain that
their roommates borrow things
without asking; some roommates just take things.
"All semester my roommate
wore my clothes without asking," said Lori.
"I'd come home and find my
things hung up wrong, or
wrinkled in the bottom of her
clothes basket. After she packed her things to leave for
Christmas, she left the room,
and I found three of my favorite
outfits in her boxes to take
home. I couldn't believe it."
Students who have problems
with their roommates in the
residence halls can talk to their
residence advisor or hall director. If the problems cannot be
solved, students may request a
room change at the Housing
Office.
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'Flying 8/inQ.:;~
takes off
::::·
on Sunday ~:·
'V ' l

~" · '"

Sunday night marks the
debut of the new Fox comedy ~
Flying Blind. I saw the pilot..
episode at a
special·:
screening in Los Angeles;>\
and I promise you, it is one •
of the funniest 30 minutes of
television I have ever seen. ".,"
The series, from the SBIUe ~
people who brought you Coach .
and Cheers, can best ~
described as a cross betweel) •
Seinfeld and Basic Instinct,
minus the icepick.
•..
Sunday's
episode
is,
definitely not for those w,liQ are easily offended, but thin
again, those people wouldil't r
be watching Fox, now would
they.
•
The show tells the story of ..
Neil, a recent college
graduate who gets a job
working with his father for ·a •
junk food company. His life'~
is extremely bland u ntil he
meets Alicia, who picks h.ini
up during lunch and doesn't
let him go until morning. •
The show is chock-full of
sexual innuendo; be sure to
watch for the Mammalow
scenes. Flying Blind pushes
the censors to the limit and
· ·
beyond.
Look for Flying Blind at 9, •
following
the
season
premieres of M arried ...
With
Children
a nd
Herman's Head.

by falling in love with his foster
son. Ju Dou will be shown Oct.
1 and 2.
A second German film, Die
H owie Mandel recently
Dreigroschenoper (The created a bit of controvers)tu
Threepenny Opera), will be during a concert at the N a:Val' ~
shown Oct. 8 and 9. Based on Academy in Annapolis, Md.
Berthold Brecht's play The BegDuring his act, he
gar's Opera, the film tells the
apparently
women~
story of Mack the Knife and his perform oralasked
sex onstage. In ~
affair with the daughter of the
beggar king in turn-of-the- light of the Tailhoek ~
scandal, in which a top Navy ~
century London.
official resigned due to ~
Marilyn Monroe stars in widespread
sexual ~
Asphalt Jungle, directed by misconduct at a Naval t
John Huston. The film, the first convention, many members ~
heist to be shown through the of the Academy were not ~
eyes of the criminals, can be amused.
'•
seen Oct. 22 and 23.
The Academy is now ~
its ~
The last film in the series is reconsidering
!
the Japanese film Onibaba. An entertainment practices.
For those of you who enjoy :
elderly woman and her
daughter-in-law struggle to sur- oral sex or know someone t
vive during one of Japan's who does, Howie Mandel will t.
worst periods of civil war. be performing Sunday at 8 f
Onibaba will be shown Oct. 29 p.m. at the Starwood t ,
Ampitheater in Nashville. ;
and 30.
Tickets can be obtained by ,
Cinema International is spon- calling l-800-333-4TIX. Just ~
sored by the Center of lnterna· be sure to set your VCRs to :
tional Programs, the Universi- tape Flying Blind.
:
ty Center Board, the Office of
•
Student Affairs, the College of
One wall in the offices of •
Humanistic Studies and the
departments of English, foreign The Los Angeles Times is :
languages, history and the lined with photos taken •
:
department of sociology, an· during the recent riots.
Many
of
them
depict
either
!
thropology and social work.
blazing grocery stores or •
exhausted fire fighters, but
one of them is truly •
amazing.
.,. •••
The last photo on the w'!ll.
is of a father and his :
elementary-school-aged son :
looting a burned out store.
:
The fact that they made •
looting a family affair isn't :
the unusual part, nor is the :
fact that they didn't mind :
being photographed. The most :
notable fact about the picture :
is the objects they are looting ,
... THIGHMASTERSI
:
A father and son are :
risking life and limb in a ~
store that is still smoldering !
for three Thighmaster s,
a pproximate retail value $60
plus shipping and handling.
Suzanne Summers should be •
ashamed.
(

The MSU Dance Company
Open House will be held in
the dance studio Tuesday at 4
p.m.
The dance company meets
regularly on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 3:30·5 p.m.
behind the Lovett Auditorium
stage.
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A glimpse into the entertainment world
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Too many
choices,
two little feet

Searching for running shoes could leave you running in cirdes
By HERB BANKS
Staff Writer

l Deciding whether to "Pump it
\'lp" or "Just do it'' can be a dif.
ftcult decision, especially when
buying a new pair of running
shoes.
; Running shoes today are not
just for running. It's not an uncommon sight to see a business
executive wearing them with
his business suit.
To complicate the matter of
buying running shoes is the
fact that there are several
brands on the market, with six
leading the competition.
: Nike and Reebok spend more
than $75 million dollars a year
to advertise their products.
: According to a recent article

in Consumer Reports magazine,
the credit goes to Jim Fixx,
author of The Complete Book of
Running - a 1977 best seller.
Eddie Hunt, co-owner of
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods, said he attributes most
of the running-shoe hype to
Nike.
"Most of the hype started
with Nike putting inert gasses
in their cushions for better support," he said.
The average cost for a pair of
running shoes is about $50, but
can rise into the $100-and-up
category.
Consumer Reports tested 17
men's and 15 women's running
shoes and found some so-called
greats were really not so great

\

when it came to running with
the rest of the competition.
Fifty-six runners aged 17 to
59 ran 20 miles, dividing the
distance between four pairs of
shoes, answered a seven-page
questionnaire commenting on
the performance of each.
Each runner was asked to
comment on the comfort,
cushioning, flexibility, stability
and ventilation of each type
shoe, resulting in Consumer
Reports' list of the best and
worst performers.
Best in men's shoes was
Saucony Jazz 3000, priced at
$68. Second was Nike Air 180,
priced at $125, and third was
Avia ARC 2040MZ, priced at
$70.
Also best in women's shoes
was the Saucony Jazz 3000.
New Balance W997, priced at
$100, was second, and the

Reebok Running Pump, priced
at $130, was third.
Rated by the magazine as bad
buys were the Etonic StableAir
NR for men and the Adidas
Lady Oregon Classic for
women.
Safety features on running
shoes are a major concern,
especially for those who like to
run at night.
Hunt said there is a new shoe
on the market for people who do
not like the reflecting material
on running shoes.
"Asics is coming out with a
new shoe that has a light on the
back of the shoe that lights up
whenever the foot hits the
ground,'' he said.
The Asics Nite Lite will be in
stores soon, but will not be for
everyone as it costs $125, Hunt
said.
.
"The beginning runner should

not buy a shoe because he likes
the way it looks," Hunt said.
"The runner needs a shoe of all
needs, but comfort is the most
important need to fit."
Members of Murray S\.8te's
track team often have two types
of running shoes.
The basic running shoe is US·
ed when practicing for a track
meet, but a spike or flat may be
used when competing.
James Leseure, student assistant coach from Bloomington,
Ind., said most runners have in·
dividual preferences when it
comes to shoes and competing.
Some athletes who run in road
races may wear the flat, others
may wear the basic running
shoe, he said.

"CroSlH:Ountry runners have
their individual preferences as
well," Leseure said. "They run
on different surfaces and usually in the mornings when the
ground is wet."
He said that support and
cushioning are the two items
that a runner should look for
when buying shoes.
Consumer Reports gives
several buying tips when buying a new pair of running shoes:
• Shop at the end of the day and
wear socks in which you will
run.
• Try on both shoes to ensure
the perfect fit.
• Stand on your toes to check
flexibility, making sure the
forefoot bends easily.

.....

Win readies team for tournament OVC legislation to enhance sports
I

With setter Belinda Rubio sitting on the bench with an inComing off their first win jury, Bowlin ran a 6·1 offense,
under new coach Belinda giving most of the setting
Bowlin, the Murray State duties to Denise Donnelly, who
women's volleyball team heads recorded 31 sets.
"She was the quarterback of
if\tO the Commonwealth
Challenge today and Saturday the team," Bowlin said of Don·
ready to take on anything the nelly's performance.
While the caliber of play will
other three teams can hit at
change this weekend when
them.
The Lady Racers beat Ken- MSU plays the University of
tucky Wesleyan Wednesday Evansville, University of
ni'ght, 15-6, 15-3, 15·2. Starting Louisville and Western Kencenter Melisa Webster said the tucky University, Bowlin said
win gave the team a boost of she is not going to change
anything.
c<illfidence.
~'Tonight we really clicked as
"We are going to try to play
a team," she said.
our game," she said.
tfhe women did more than
Bowlin said she wanted to use
'cllck. From the outset, they con·· the Kentucky Wesleyan game
trolled the pace, connecting on for the starting six to learn to
nearly 50 percent of their kill work together. She said she
•attempts and serving nine aces. hopes to get more players in the
I.I'he Lady Racers took just over games today and Saturday.
:an hour to record their first vicLouisville could be the
,tory of the season.
toughest competition for MSU
~ Webster said the team adthis weekend. With the Lady
:_justed to the new offense well. Cardinals consistently ranked
....
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD

Sports editor

-

among the top 20 in the nation,
Bo~lin said she is not expecting
any easy win like Wednesday
night.
"It is going to be a tough;
tough weekend," she said.
Returning to the court could
be Rubio, which will give the
team more depth offensively
with a 6-2 offensive (running
with two setters instead of one).
However, Bowlin said she does
not want Rubio to reinjure the
achilles tendon which sidelined
her.
Bowlin said the biggest ad·
vantage Murray State will
have over the three opponents
will be the element of surprise.
With a new coach and a new offense, the other teams do not
know what to expect from the
Lady Racers.
Overall, Bowlin said consistent play will be the key to
Murray State's success.
"It is just going to come down
to who can put the best six on
the court," she said.

legislation will allow the school to increase its
ability to recruit, especially in baseball, where
In an effort to enhance the level of play in only eight scholarships were awarded for the
the Ohio Valley Conference, legislation was 1992 season.
passed this summer to give a boost to baseball,
"What we are trying to do is stay up," be
volleyball and women's basketball.
said.
The legislation, voted by the presidents of
However, baseball coach Johnny Reagan
the member institutions, mandated that the said the legislation does not change much in
schools award a minimum of 10 scholarships , the league since most of the schools already
in baseball, 13 in women's basketball and awarded the 10 scholarships. For the OVC,
eight in volleyball. Each school's baseball and which lost its automatic bid to the College
volleyball team also has to schedule 90 per· World Series last year, he said it is going to
cent and 100 percent, respectively, against take more to get the bid back.
"I don't think we are going to get it back imDivision 1 opponents.
OVC commissioner Dan Bebee said the ac- mediately," Reagan said.
tion was made to raise the quality of play·
Rookie volleyball coach Brenda Bowlin was
within the league and secure automatic bids more positive about the action. She said the
to the playoffs in baseball and volleyball, legislation will be instrumental in getting
while strengthening the bid possibility in back the automatic bid to the NCAA playoffs.
women's basketball.
"If we can get the scholarships back, we
"We wanted to make sure we have a solid might can get the automatic bid," she said.
standing in those sports," he said.
It is hard to play the bigger schools when
Athletic director Mike Strickland said the they have more talent to choose from due to
vote was easy for President Ronald J. Kurth the increased number of scholarships they can
since Murray State University already meets offer, she said
Bowlin said she sees the league gaining the
most of the requirements which the legisla·
tion now mandates. He said, though, that the automatic bid within the next three years.
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sporu editor
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number of OVC championships won
Graphic by J AMES G. LOCKWOOD

The Club Scene

Not all sports are _Intercollegiate and not all
sports enthusiasts play the same game. Club
sports at Murray.State University provide the
alternative for these enthusiasts.
From fencing to soccer, the Murray State
Intramural Office has clubs to join and information to establish something new on campus.
The clubs not only allow the student to play
but manage and coach as well. And it Is not just
a loc8.1 thing.
Story on Page 13

Racer of the Week
Bill Christmas, a sophomore center
from Houston, Texas, was named Racer
of the Week by The Murray State News.
Christmas, a first year player for the
Racers, was key to the teams offense
that gained 414 yards, most of it rush ·
ing, against Southeast Missouri State
University. He was graded a team-high
82 percent.
Coach Mike Mahoney said he was
very pleased with the performance of
the lineman who was also named by
the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive
Lineman of the Week.

BILL CHRISTMAS
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Catch, release often is fatal
By REV CRAIG
Reporter

Many students at Murray State University enjoy recreational activities on Kentucky Lake during the spring and summer
months.
A common activity enjoyed by students is
bass fishing. Those drawn to this sport
commonly practice the catch-and-release
technique. Using this method, the fisher
catches and releases 20-inch or larger fish
once he or she has reached the legal limit of
fish.
The theory behind this practice is that
the population of fish will be maintained
despite the enthusiasm of avid anglers.
However, a recent study conducted by
Texas state fisheries biologists on Lake
Texoma and later acquired by the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources indicates a need for reevaluation.
According to the study, a very high
percentage of striped bass over 20 inches
that are caught and released die within 72
hours during the spring and summer. Ben-

SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Rodeo team to give preview

caught and released during the spring will
die, and one of every three keepers caught
and released during summer will die,"
Kinman said.
"We just want to make anglers aware of
these figm·es and caution them about
catch-and-release striper fishing during
the spring and summer periods. The
striped bass is a rather delicate species during the spring transitional period, and is
quite vulnerable to stress and handling·
related problems."
"High mortality rates like those suggested by the study could negatively im·
pact a striper fishery,'' he said. "We encourage warm weather striper fisherman
to switch to another species once they limit
out, because it's almost assured that a high
percentage of any keeper-sized ti's h they
take and release are not going to .make it
during the spring and only one of every two
will survive during the summer. "
The KDFWR strongly supports catch·
and-release of game fish species, such as
black bass, which do exhibit high survivability rates when handled. and released
properly.

jy Kinman, technical fisheries program
director for the KDFWR, said the fish die
regardless of whether they are caught on
live or artificial bait.
The study showed a mortality rate of 94
percent in the spring and 60 percent in the
summer.
Fish that were caught on live bait and
released during fall and winter showed
higher mortality rates than those caught
on artificial lures. However, this is stilJ
below the rates experienced during the spr·
ing and summer.
A net was used in the study to concen·
trate bass in a part of Lake Texoma. Kinman raised the question as to whether
transportation of fish to the net area could
have contributed to some of the mortality
rate. However, he said that even half of
these percentages would indicate signifi·
cant numbers of bass dying.
"There is a possibility that the percentages may change slightly when this draft
study is published, yet we believe the basic
finding will still show that almost threefourths of the keeper size stripers that are

I

The 1992-1993 Murray State University Rodeo Team will _ ..
give fans a look at this season's talent when it performs in
the 1st MSU Rodeo Booster Club Roundup Sunday.
Festivities will begin at 2:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition Center . The Roundup will hav~
events for all ages with, pony and buggy rides, cowchip bingo
and food for everyone.
..
The Roundup will officially kickoff the booster club's
membership drive. Admission is $1 for adults and free for
children 12 and under. For more information contact BilJ:,:.; r
Barton at 762-4408 or Dave Wilcox at (901) 642-6113.
- ..r '

Equestrian team holds tryouts

J
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Tryouts for the 1992-1993 Equestrian Team will be Thurs-~ ·: ,
day at 6 p.m. at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition ..
Center.
To compete, the rider must have completed, or currently be
enrolled in, a riding class.

State reduces limit on geese
Limiting waterfowl hunters to two Canada geese in the daily bag applies statewide under new state waterfowl hunt ing
season regulations adopted by the Fish and Wildlife
Resources Commission.
The daily bag limit for geese is seven birds and may include
no more than two white-fronted geese. The possession limit is
double the daily bag.

Campus sports clubs provide a~ematives, fun

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

available, such a program could
be started. The procedures of
For many sports enthusiasts starting a sports club ' begins
who are not into the traditional with funding.
sports such as baseball, basketHalf the funding comes
ball and football, sports clubs, through campus funds; the rest
part of the intramural depart- would have to be provided by
ment at Murray State Universi- t he student through fundty, can provide an alternative. raising events or dues from the
Mark Bates, a graduate assis- members of the new club. In
tan t who works with in- order to receive funding
tramurals, said clubs are fund- t hrough the campus one has to
Photo by JUD COOK
ed in sports such as chess, SOC· be involved and active in the
Jeff
Hill,
a
sophomore
marketing
major
from
Paducah
shows off
university
for
one
full
year.
cer, fencing, karate and bowlhis
skills
In
the
soccer
club.
ing. Club teams are funded
Dan Hardesty, a member of
through the University's cam- the soccer club, said he enjoys
Anyone wishing to get involv·
Fencing club member Jim
pus funds and compete against participating in the sports Phillips has been involved with ed with club sports may contact
teams from other universities.
clubs.
sports ·clubs for two years. As the university's intramural of.
"It is a good opportunity to someone who enjoys the art of fice, located in the Cu1-ris
Bates said if a person wants
to get involved in the sports participate in a sport that you fencing, sports clubs give him Center, and leave his name,
clubs, but the particular sport enjoy t h at is not school· an opportunity to sharpen his phone number and what club
he is interested in is not sanctioned,'' he said.
skills.
he is interested in joining.

.

...

• Volleyball. Commonwealth Challenge at Racer Arena, 7:30 p.m., ' '
; •
Friday, and 11 :00 a.m . and 7:30p.m., Saturday.
• Golf. Capital Bank Bent Creek Intercollegiate at Jackson, Mo., 8
a.m ., Friday through Sunday.
• •
• Football. University of Missori-Rolla at Stewart Stadium, 7 p.m., r
Saturday.
•
• Volleyball. Tennessee State at Racer Arena, 7 p.m., Tuesday.
• lntramurals. All Greek Tennis entry deadline. Wednesday.

By SCOTT NANNEY

Staff Writer

AROUND THE OVC
Tournament stays in Lexington
Ohio Valley Conference presidents voted to continue the
neutral format for the men's basketball tournament and hold
it in Lexington for the 1992-1993 season.
The presidents also requested that commissioner Dan
Bebee explore the possibility of moving the women's basketball tournament to a neutral site.
r.

COUPON!
'

Delicious
Hickory-Smoked
Bar-B-Q
CHECK OUT
WEEKLY
SPECIALS

Place ain't fancy,
but

.,

.

y

'
•

.

Fitness Fi.gures
'

...

Step Aerobir/Muscle Condtioning classes
11 classes per week
Woodman Of The World building Downtown Murray

A Full Line of Paint, Lumber, and COncrete Blocks
for 'lbose Custom Shelf Uni1sl

Safe,~~o~::~

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Ord&Is

Check out our Food!
806 Chestnut

\....

Bel-Air Shopping
Center

Bien

753-0045

e.m. • 1 p.m.

S.turd8J • Lm. • 4
8unclly 1

¢··.5i'/l~ . .~)~~~ Students $1~o~th or $2/class

boura:

llonday-Frldaf ?:30

159 • 1390

~-~
NO CONTRACTS /NO CANCEJ.I.ED
-~ ~~,., ?:>[\\
CLASSES

p.rn.

I

p.m. • ·s p.m.

,..-- 11 · ~ ;.-:....1
/;
r'h/. ~-~
!f.>\.f4ir. Call Pam 'Ihomas at 753-2410
}; · ~.~ "'
{ . \':-t~

l

COUPO~N~I________________.~____. ____ · ~=~~~~=====~~~~~~~~~~~----~~
j_ _

~--------------------------------------------------------~

SENIOR PICTURES
FOR SHIELD

HOBEE'S COIN & CARD SHOP .·

*

*
*

* Hockey
Baseball
Basketball * Football
* Studio * Upperdeck
Leaf* Stadium Club ·
* Platium
Ultra Fleer * Pinnacle

*

RACE CARS & HAULERS

3RD FLOOR CURRIS CENTER

•
•
•
•
•

SEPT. 14..,18
8:30 A.M. - NOON
AND
1 P.M. - 5 P.M.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

COINS
1952·92 Mint & Proof Sets
1980 Commemorative Coins
1986·92 Silver Eag le~ & Proofs
1971-74 Eise nhower Sets

Open 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Monday - Saturday

Winston Cup Racing Cards
Winston Cup Drag Racing Cards
Trax Petty Family Racing Cards
Maxx Racing Cards
Racing Champion Collector's Car
& Haulers
• Match Box Cars & Haulers

102 N. 5th St.

759-1692

1y

tU
rtl

of
ey
w.
se
;18

J.'

or:
!8,

10°/0
any
merchandise
with this coupon

~h

ch
ay
he
he
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15

9
13
11

.8
11
14
5

.4

3
11

.6
14
12
13

.4
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SCOREBOARD
Football
Ohio Valley CorrferencE Standirgs

'

I

J

1-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0
1-0-0
0-0-0
0-1-Q
0-1-0
0-1-0
0-1-0

1-0-0
1-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-1-0
0-1-0

......., . . . . 21

.

SoutMat•.....eu
IISU
St:IIO

Photo by RON RUGGLES

ftolleyball
.....

R-.,.
Ullu

Overall Record

W-L-T

School
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Murray State
Tennessee State

Individual L11dtra

,~

".,.·

Kf"tucky Wesleyan

8

15

15

3

2

Rhodes 4,
Blair 1.

Denise Donnely 3, Beth

Cross-Country

Nov. 14
Nov. 23
Photo by

12
7

3
0

• , •

~~~-·Ide*).
MSU - TrernU'i Lewta, 8, run
(Filled) .

1992 Cross-country Sdledule

Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24

11

klc:k).
MSU • T1n1'r¥ BIMd, 1, nil (ctwll
011 Ieick failed).
SEMO • one Wright, 38, pua
from Uley. (l<lok filM).
SEMO • Kelvin Anderlon. 86,
Nh {ZIIilhitn•• Ieick).
MSU • e.nd. 2. "" (l<lok failed).
SEMO - Andef'Mft , 22, run

.... ~

Sept. 18
Sept. 22
Sept. 26
Oct. 2

0

7

SEMO - Aalon Layton, 11, pua
from JaiOn Uley (Erlc ZJrnnwmen

KILLS • Murray State (42), Mellaa
Webeler 14, Swah O..WOffl&, Renee
Bailey 8, Stacy Geralds 5, Amy

of thtl ~ opsnJng ~

e

MSU -

Ole Miss Invitational
Tennessee-Martin
Mississippi State Invitational
University of the South
Invitational
Mid-South Invitational
Vanderbilt Invitational
Ohio Valley Conference
Championships
District Ill Championships
NCAA Championships

IUUl
Firat Downa.................• 22

Ruahel/ Yards. .....•. 81/348
Paulng..... w•••••,.••••••88
Colf1)J AtulnL...... 7/17/1
Total Oflense..............414
Gain Per Play............. 5.3

153
1712B/2
434

7.0
31

212

22,lild goal.
PASSINO · MwTay at.te, Lewla 15-71, 88. 0 TO, long 30, 8edca S. Moq 2·
0-0, 0, long 0, illdca 0.
Southeut Mlaouft, Uley 28•17•2, • •
153, 2TD, Long . . s.dal 0.
RECEMNCJ ·Murray SliD, Aedmaud
65, a.nd 18, PIIDan 5.
Southiat Mleaurl, Krupe eo, Leyton
38, Wrtght 38, Andirion 11, MofV*' &,
&eire -3.
PUNTING • Murray State, Colby
81234,31.0 Avg., Long 47. Soulheut

18
34J2SIO

Fumbles/lost.............. 211
Pena111es/ Yards....... 7131
, lnteroeptionsl Ywda....2/19
~til Ywdl ............ 81234
Average Per Punt........ 39.0
~ ~ards. .... 213

1<k:k Returns/Ywda... 5196

JUD COOK

aug

Retum Y81da ................ 22

Third-Down Conv--··-· 1'11
Saoka by !Yarda.....
CW
Poaseaalon Time...•.. 31 :38

a.,

8f12
112
81184
30.67
1/:ta

Mlaourt,
Long 42.

Norton

81184, 30.7 Avg.,

PIELD GOALS • Murray at.t., DIU
1/1, 22 long. Southeast Ml8aowl.
None.

5176
4'11
3/18
28:22

.....
The numbers behind the action

.......

..

CLASSIFIEDs·
~·PERSONALS
sfgma Phi Epsilon - Have a
~ rush

ltQ weekll Love,

rn.Girta"
~. You're gonna look great

lnhtuxll Cen'twaiUIIIt'sual

Lqve, Arrrt
L.ep, Youknowwholalnoneof
~clasaeal Now I won't have
to call for you . 1can tell him
fag& to face I

PERSONALS
To Biscuit Dltzy Psycho and
TriiiQ.IIt Nosy Schizo, the rabbits from Hell. Please leam to

use the litter box mora etft·
clently. l..oYe, Newswol'thy and
Photogerk.

Cyrus, Hyou're not busy May
15, lknowthlsgreatllltlecl'l.lrch
In calvert. I'll betheonedown
_front.
__
Hel_m_s_ _ __

.,....... ......... ..........
..---. ,,,. of ASA are
to pig outll

White oh where has rrrt little
dog gone? Where oh where
could she be? Jeff, Wtrot do

Neua. Remember the time
your flah me rrrt sweater and I
hid to ahoot him with rrrt carrot? Helms

:..you....;.._hlda;;..;......me..;._?- - - -

Alternalve Voloe, MSU'a Les·
bl8n, Gay, and friendl organlzaiQnlameelngon Tuesday's.
F« ~Info. call 762-3016.

Poline anymore. Hometown.

..eac.,.

~sa

and Aimee I'm sony I

haYen'tbeenover. And I promIse not to uae you like a tram-

Don't forget to ... Dutchee$
thBt.ahe hal a curfew nowlll

Jll, Have you cut your 1"1088
hair yf!KI tf so, let Stephanie
M. bon"owywrcflppers., she
can clean out her toe )am and
cut her toe nails.

~. Don't let the bed bugs
bla;. Ha Ha. Your Roomie

Sean F., Just how much of
yourbodyhalrdoyou mou888?

HELP WANTED
Wanted, Driver for car or U·
Haul to Phoenix, Az. Leave
Sept. 'Z7 thru 30. Allexpenaes
paid. call474-8806.
• EARN EXTRA INCOIE •
Eam ~500 waeldy mailing
travel brochures. For lnlormt·
tlon send a atamp addreseed
envelope to: ATW Travel, Inc.
P.O. Box430780, South Miami,

Fl33143.
SPRING BREAK '83- SELL
llUPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!II Student TraYal Sefvloes Is rw:NI hiring campus representatlvee. Ski packages also
available. CAU. 1-800-6484849.

COU.EGE REP WANTED to
datr1bu18 "Student Rata" IUbscrlption carda at thla campus.
Good Income. For lnfornallon
and applk:allon wrlte to: COI..LEGIATEMARKETING SERVICES, P.0 . Box 1436
Mooresville, NC 28115.

FOR SALE- LeBrafor 1991-92

GREEI< S & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL

'1000

II JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CAIU!
No MliprbJ No COlt.
Yaullla . . anEI
JIIW)pii()N£ JW)J()

;.tar Clllliai

l.aoo.m-om, Ext. 65

Ford Probe. Wooden cotl8i
table with smoked glass «*!·
ter. Call 753-9917.

MISC.
Wanted: Mate for a lonely
T8111)0. 198411ghtoxtardgray,
nice body, engine purrs with
just a tum of the key. For more
Info. call Tempoe "R' Usl

Help save the planet. RECYCLEIII

BUSINESS
SERVICES
Wedoltllll Mr. Poetnal· Fax,
mal, copiH, ahlp. 753-8400

but good lor someone who r.

Wll do 81 typM of HOUSE
REPAIR Excallntwac1cmalrshlp at CHEAP prtceal Cal
8&8 House Repair a ask tor

to have transpoftallon - $450.

Wade. 753-7204

1enBuick leSabre, nottancy,

I

Send a atreeeed friend a 1·~ !
tenalon-breaJrtua me-ae ID
the cla-ttlecla
:
For only $1.
1

759-9696

FOR SALE · Ray Ban Clullc
Metal· excellentconcltlon, $35.
Console stereo, $25.
lon ftlh tank with ~
but fish, $25. Leave message
at 782-6154.

T..._

For Sale, Two gteen upholatered ann-chal,. • $20 each

•

TheMurray

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

or$30torboth. Record playerl
- $10 each. Tandy Color
~rll -$25each. Pleale
call 759-1000 and leave mM·
aage on machine.

FOR SALE, old comcbookaln
good ClOndtlon· Unknown Soldier daa81cs tor the war buff.

Call 753-7204 and aa1< for
Lance.

RATES
S t a t e NewsWithMSUID: 16,:;r;:!,ty=MSUID: 20¢petWOtd
With MSU ID: 1Of per word
Without MSU ID: 15t per word

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

NO ADS WIU. BE ACCEP'TED OVER THE PHONE.

Deadline...... Friday 2 p.m.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1-3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30-10:15 a .m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2-4 p.m. Closed on weekends and

Classlfleds Department,
The Mu"ay State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INDEX
PEMONALS
ROOMMATES
8U81H&8S
SEAVIOES

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELPWAHT&O
1.081' I FOUND
FIIOE8

t.ISCNOTlCE

holidays.

FOR RENT
Houii for Rent· 301 N. 7lh St.
(comer of 7th at. and Olive). 3
112bidi'OOml and 2 balht. Cal

762-4463 between 8 Ln\. Md
~:30p.m.

N011CE
WANTED TO REHT- Middleaged grad ........ quiet. nonsmoker, no drugs. ltr1ilgtt.
Wanta to rent room or at..
apt with iiJ*1118 bedroom tor
half of rent and hal of ulaN.
caJI Bit a 782-447BtMiforeOct.

For a llmtted Ume, you can pJace a 10 word
cla8Jidfted in the penonaJa eection for cm)y

.11

1.

The Murray Stilt News ...
Wiildy publlc:lilkJi I lnd comet
outtNWy FricMyafternoOIL You
can find the laiiNt edlllon MCh
Frldaylocaeed In fMIK'/bullclng

on c:Mlpua. Pleue pick up a
oopy FOR FREE and enjoy.
Drinking and DriVIng don't mbd
PleeM stop • Mind from drivIng drunk, becaute you rright
..,. hlnVher a nlgtt In jll, but
montl~youmlght...,.

Mall Cash or Check to: 1be MW'l'IIJ' State News,
Bolt 2809 tJntverdy Station. MUJTIIY, KY 42071
~

Drop off at RocD 111. WU.On HaD.

altelll

GRAND OPENING
Storey's Sport Stop

Your Advertising Dollars With a Classlfled In
7:'he ~..._
S~cz.~e ZV'evus

~o~-'>-- M.9lfl('I9{.9L

~t~

?loM'E-COO'li$'D M'EJUS

's ~~
~~~

CY.P£9{. !M09{.'D.9l.'Y - S.9l.Tl.i1?.P.Pl.'Y
5a.m. to 9p.m.
SU9{:JJ.Pl.ty 6a.m. to 9p.m.
Ca££ in Oraers WelCome 759-1648

~

Prices starting at $3.25

Serving: '13realifast, Luncli, and 'Dinner
Located on 9{ 641
.........

759-1648

(formerly Big 0 ' Baseball Cards)

This week's specials

IN THE
POLITICAL
PROCESS

Ol~

Fleer Ulb'a n $1.50 pack
Stadium Club ill $1.50 pack
Pinnalce n $1.50 pack
'-While supplies last-

.

't

•

10% off all single cards to M.S.U. students with valid J.D.

0

I
L4runpcntor:N

BIIStiHIII cards
NASCAR rlldng
Foothll cards
Basketball cards

Supplies

502 Maple St.
759-1214

0
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Committee

FOOTBALL

explores
enrollment

will

By LEIGH LANDINI
Associate Editor

,

Helping ensure that students
who enter Murray State
University graduate within
four or five years is the main
concern of the enrollment
management committee.
The 19-member committee,
which was created last spring,
is headed by Don Robertson,
associate vice president for student affairs. The committee
will study "enrollment
management" or retention of
students.
"(Enrollment management) is
the idea of looking at the entire
process - marketing,
recruiting, academic support
programs, helping with transition and becoming an active
alumni," Robertson said. "It's
really strategically shaping the
institution, not just letting it
happen."
The committee has gathered
data on MSU students through
senior surveys, residence hall
surveys and initial surveys
when prospectve students tour
the campus, Robertson said. In
addition to the survey data, the
Student Affairs office has collected data for about 12 years.
Robertson said MSU has a 40
percent graduation rate, which
is near the national average,
but the University wants to increase that.
· "The enrollment management committee helps us provide services and support to
help them graduate," Robertson said.
.
The national graduation
average is now about five years.
Robertson said the reason for
that is students are working
and going to school at the same
time, and more students are
taking advantage of co-ops, internships or studying-abroad
opportunities.
"It's more and more difficult
for students to go full-time,"
Robertson said.

RECYCLE ..

Continued from Page 1

freedom to change the scope of
its football team without losing
OVC membership.
..I am confident that the twoleague plan, if successful,
allow Murray State to meet its
goal of containing costs in football and retaining OVC
membership," he said.
Under the plan, within two
years the league would expand
to at least 12 schools. Each
school would then have to
decide which football league in
which to play. One league
would compete for t he OVC
championship, awarding between 44 scholarships (the
minimum required to par·
t icipate in the OVC) and 63 (the
maximum allowed by the
NCAA), while the other league
would not be bound to the
minimum scholarship requirements and would not be
eligible for the automatic bid to
the NCAA playoffs the OVC
now retains.
Dan Bebee, OVC commis·
sioner, said all other sports
would switch to divisional play
like t he Southeastern Conference now has.
Athletic director Mike
Strickland said no decision has
been made as to what avenue
Murray State will pursue in
football.
..1 think it is a little early to
comment on that," he said.

Photo by CHERI STUART

WHAT SIGN?
Many students returning to campus each semester find
parking a problem. One solution for several students Is to
chance getting fined by parking Illegally.

proved of by most students.
D'anna Browning, a junior
public
relations major from
Continued from Page 1
Marion, said, ••I heard that
tant manager at the SIU other colleges used the proMcDonald's, said
since gram, and I'm glad Murray
students do not have meal State is considering it."
cards, they must pay cash.
Benriter said he has not
The addition of McDonald's to heard from a student who said
current choiCes for eating is ap- it's a bad idea.

MEALS

this newspaper!:. .::~
.. ..
,.

ELEVATORS

is t hat someone will sound an
alarm as a joke or just say an
elevator is malfunctioning and
we'll get a call with a report
that there is a problem,"
Richardson said. "We have to
call Rivercity, and once they
get here they discover there is
no problem."
People who call in reporting
malfunctioning elevators need
to check it out and make sure it
is really a problem, he said.
uwe can help ourselves by being more patient and being a
little more inquisitive and in·
vestigative in reporting
elevator problems," he said.

~

'-----------------------------------------~_!__·=-~
·-~-~~

eAnison 'Pltotoglaplty j;
•

: 'l

Harry & Lance Allison
753-8809

SULLIVA.YS
. , PAR 3 GOLF &

--

607 S. 4th St. " ~ ~

7~

Par 3 Golf
.., Course ..... $ 3 _00
~

SPORTS CE:;TER
-

..1

~ .~t

"Call For Special Composite Prices!"

- ----

]j

.:: t; J
:· . ;

Portraits, Weddings, Children
Family, and Seniors

~

\Veekdays &
Holidays ........... $

4. 00

Golf Carts ............... $

3.00

Lighted Driving
Ra n ge ...................... $

2.00

Golf ............ $

Miniatur e

1. 7 5

Softball & Baseball
Batting Cages ......... .
He said it is only necessary to
push a button on an elevator
once. "If you push it several
Continued from Page 1
times or pulse it, it can
sometimes
discontinue the comSome of the trouble with
mand,"
he
said.
elevators is how they are used,
he said. He said he realizes they
Other problems with
are old, but they are not worn
elevators
include false reports
out and unsafe. Tests are perof
breakdowns,
Richardson
formed on all campus elevators
each year to ensure they are said. He said elevator servicing
is contracted with the Rivercity
running properly.
Elevator Co. in Evansville,
"Hart Hall is usually a victim Ind., and every time a problem
of vandalism, and a lot of the is reported to General Services,
problems we have with Hart's it must contact Rivercity and
elevators are attributed to van- have it come and check it out.
dalism," Richardson said.
"What happens many times

...

50¢

50<" OFF ON PAR 3 OR

MINIATURE GOLF WITH THIS AD!

75'3-1152

N. 16th

BASEBALL CARDS & SUPPLIES
Nascar Items
(1,~ 1'1!folf~
753·2744

~~~

Open: Mon.·Tun.·Thurs. 2:30.7 p.m.
Fri. 2:3N p.m.i SilL 10.1 p.m.
CloMd Wed. I SUn.
616 South 4th St., Murray

1993 BSN

.... ..

Students

a "f

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation-without waiting for the r esults of
your State Boards. You can earn great
benefits as an Air Force nurse officer. And
1f selected· during your senior year, you
may qualify for a five-month Internship at a
major Air For ce medical facility. To apply,
you'll n eed an overall 2.50 GPA Serve
your cou ntry while you serve your career.

COMICS PLUS

.

Student Owned & Operated

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

New Comics Every
Thursday

1-800-423-USAF

TOIL FREE

•

.... ..
. .. '
4

..

I

801 Coldwater Road

Get In 'he Race.~:.~
For FREE Prizesr
• FREE 2-llter Coca-Cola Classic

On Campus, Next To Sharkey's Gym

eed .9L 1\jde

?

•

HURRY IN •••
THE RACE ENDS OCT. 29, 1992

2 Liter Coke

Racer Riders
Need You!

..

Find out :more about the MSU carpooling
progra:m!
For ntore infonnation contact
SGA I UCB office
762-6951

.•
.. .'..
~

:·..~•

.......
. ..·

All Products

12 Pack Coke

2

99

All Products

..

Good Thru Sept. 14, 1992

.
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~~~ Mom,,she fh;~~s all I ever do if' go

through phases.. You changed 'jour maJor
~atn? Now i+J fthhic Dance Forrn!?WAetl ·

are yougoin9 to Corl'le to your fehJe5 al'ld
pick 5omethin9 $el\(ible? ()i9h) Well. I
guefS if~ juff another ehare. }o Itold her,
·Give me a break Ma. I mean I kept the
)arne phone company a// four year/ ..
I

She was irnpre)Sed."

o matter what phase of college life you're in, AT&T
can help you through it Just choose AT&T Long Distance. And )QU'll become a member of AT&T Student
Saver Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically
to meet )Qur needs while )QU're in college.
Our Reach Out• Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance,

no matter when and where you call. call Manager will separate
your AT&T Long Distance calls from those your roommates make.
The AT&T Galling card lets you call from almost anywhere to
anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free~
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will be impressed.

If you're an otT-campus student, sign up for
JUm' Student Saver Plus by calling 1800 654·0471 Ext 848.
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